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With Us

are

NKW ADVERTI8KMKNT8 THIS WEEK.
Emellne

Cunningham—Notice of foreclosure.
Legislative notice-Education.
Lillian F Perklm—Farm for sale.
Statement—Quincy Mutual Eire Ins Co.
H F Whitcomb—Sheriff's gale.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
C C Burrlll A Son—Insurance.
Wiggin A Moore—Apothecaries.
Floyd A Ilsynea— New cash market.
Wm E Whiting—Attorney at law.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
Lamoink:
Frank L Hodgkins—Farm for sale.
West Trenton:
Goo M llopklns—Watch found.

—months when the patent medicine people say our systems need
We believe the same
outside help if they would do best work.
principle will hold good in regard to your investments; a little of
our help will make it possible for your money to get into the
healthiest channels and work most beneficial for you. Why not
have some of our financial “TONIC” early in the season ?
Correspondence solicited.

C. C. BURRILL &

SON,

18 State St.,

m.

SUNDAY.

GEO.

Mall train from the west arrives at 7.18 a m,
Leaves for the west at 6.08 p ru. Mall closes for
the west 5.3C p m.

bldg.,

H.

ME.

Epwortb league supper

Methodist

at

vestry this eveoiog from 6 to 7.
Mrs. S. D. Wiggin has been granted
widow’s pension of |20amonth.

GRANT CO.,

a

George E. Greeley is visiting
friends in Boston and vicinity.
A. W. King has been in Boston and
Mrs.

New York the past week on business.
A. F. Burnham, who has been in Brock*
ton, Mass., for several weeks, is home.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.
distance telephone.

The hum of F. H. Gould’s horse-power
saw

W.

TAPLEY,
MENTS

54-4

Ellsworth.

$5.00 Per Cord Cash
will be paid for

ELLSWORTH

now-a*

evening.
F. F. Simonton returned to Portland
Monday, after spending Sunday at bis
home here.

I

Apply

at

appointed by

been

the governor

a

the peace and

quorum.
Parcher and wife are in
Brunswick this week, visiting their son
George, who is a freshman at Bowdoin.

SUPPLY CO.

Maple, Basswood

and

A.

Mrs. A. W. Clark has returned from an
extended visit in Worcester, Mass., where
she has been the guest of her son Dr.
Clark.

The regular monthly meeting of Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will be held tomorrow evening.
A full attendance is
desired.

for details.

Factory

Blanquefort commandery, K. T.,

J

Jj
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The best line of

unucrwcfli

J| Men’s Suits from
i|

$3.50 up
Youths’Suits from $3.00 up

j

MUFFLERS
A

,l

overcoats

Boys’
AND

large stock of these goods which
FURNISHING

wool-fleeced f

uniierwearin<hecihf'$i

pep

*4.oo

Suits from $1.50

AS

ii

up<[

up!1

selling unusually low.

!j^

USUAL.
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MITTENS

we are

GOODS

from

dale

we

throughout,
run

a

and
lirst-

!fV>U

Ellsworth,

leave your horses

care, if you want them properly
to. If you want a good turnout, give us a call. Prices reasonable.

DODGE BROTHERS,
main street,

(

1

to vote.
Miss Leonora

Higgins,

who is

ellsworth.

Portland, has returned to that city
after spending the school vacation at her
home here.

large delegation of K. of Ps. went
to West Sullivan last|Thursday to attend
the meeting of the lodges of.the twentyA

ninth district.

6

o’clock,

A concert

will

be

given

g
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KLL8WOKTH.

We

moved

were

that

the

of his property on Church street be taken
from the table, and be acted upon. The
motion

was

disposed

of

seconded,

not

Mr. Stuart

by

board,

this

be

matter

there

was

no

response.
OF ACCOUNTS.

ROLLS

were

Bridges.

worth.
Frank S. Lord and E. E. Springer, who
been seriously ill, are improving.
The cheerful news also comes from the
sick-room that Albert M. Hopkins is
slowly but surely on the road to recovery.
Parts that have been assigned for the
graduation of the class of 1903 of the
Ellsworth high school
are:
History,
Addle James; prophecy, Leroy Sweeney.
The valedictory and salutatory have not
yet been assigned.

Total,
TEACHER8’

iouw,

Contingent.

possible, and although he has
August 1 to complete it, hopes to

it done before that date.

evening.

to-morrow

pleased at

will be served in the lower hall

5.30 p.

m.

There will be

candy

and

flowers

as

a

a

sale of aprons

usual.

LAKEWOOD.

over

and

Ivory,

son

and

Al-

McDonald,
Timothy Donovan,

School

Hiram C Lord
II A Maddocks,
John Lullam,
Arthur B Haney,
Elmer F Smith,
Edward Haney,
Sch Impr League of

Electric light, Ellsworth Water Co,
Schoolhouse, Stratton & Wescott,
Morrison, Joy & Co,
0 W Tapley,
E J Davis,
1 L Hodgkins,
A H Joy,
School sup,
G B Stuart,
Campbell Pub Co,
High school, Morrison, Joy & Co,

City library,

Clarence Garland are working
for Frank Fitts near the woolen mill.

bunches of hoops in one day.
Mrs. Ellen Boynton, of New Gloucester
was called here last week by the illness of
her father, James Moore. Mr. Moore is
now able to sit up about half an hour a
day.
March 2.
X.

Fire

Dept,

one

WEST

8upt schools,

M J Drummey,
C I Welch,
J A Hale,
Town of 8ulllvan,
R I 5Ioore,
Cl Welch,
W M Higgins,
Ira II Joy,
E A Belcher,
C J Brown,
E J Davis,
C W Smith,
C J Brown,
R II Bartlett,
A H Joy,
Stratton & Wescott,
J II Donovan,
Geo B

Stuart,

March

board

took

6, at 7 30

58 00
8 00
24 00
7 50
24 00
14175
10 08
8 83
176
62 00
45 00
45 00
510
10 00
7 50
7 00
36 00
7 00
6 CO
2 14
50 00
150 00
7 17
2 83
18 75
6 35
75
1 94
32 56
5 65
96
95
17 25
50
9 50
3 78
10 50
5 00
38 00
39 00
25 00
9 00
7 00
7 65
5 00
2 30
4 28
7 35
45 83

Total,
The

ELLSWORTH.

M,

Percy Fernald,
E E Brady & Co,
Giles & Holmes,

fred and

Llnwood Garland, who has been shaving hoops in Marfaville, is at borne. It is
reported that Linwood shaved twenty-

Brady & Co,

J T

election.

Emery Frazier

20
43 75
25 25
25
200
1 50
4 00
106 00
4 50
45 25
8 25
12 50
65 CO
2 00
67
30 00
45
2 00
90 00
10 00
1 C0

$

Police,

Westley Moore visited his sister Lettie,
who attends high school, last week.
Charles O. Garland, a student at a Bangor business college, came home Saturday
Text-book,
to remain

N E Tel & Tel Co,
II L Moore,
F R McGown,
J A Thompson,
F E Morang,
R E Moran?,
FT Doyle,

E E

it.

Arrangements have been completed for
tbe supper and concert by the members of
St. Joseph’s Catholic society at Odd Fellows hall on St. Patrick’s evening, March
17. The concert will consist of a one-act
comedy, vocal and instrumental music
illustrated songs, fancy dances, drills, etc.

Supper

AMOUNT.

"

Rev. J. P. Simonton has been requested
to remain in Ellsworth as pastor of tbe
Methodist church another year, and if tbe
request is granted by tbe conference, as it
undoubtedly will be, he will do bo—and
everybody, in the church and out, wilL be

___

CHURCH

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, March 8—Morning service at
10 30. Sunday school at 11.45.
BAPTIST.

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Sunday, March 8—Morning service at
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
school at 12 m. Junior C. E. at 6 p. m.
Concert at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p.m.:
Mr. Kerr.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, March 8—Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
leagne at 3 p. m. Preaching at 7.

Ep worth league meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Bay side—Service Sunday at 2.30 p.m.;
Mr. Simonton.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday, March 6—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7 30. Subject: Ptalm 130.
Sunday, March 8—Morning service at
L0.30.
Sunday school at 11.45.
COMING

to the

Asa S.

EVENTS.

Wednesday, March 4, at Unitarian veetry at 7.45—First in series of lenten talks,
by Mrs. S. W. Button. Tickets, 25 c.
Wednesday, March 4, at Methodist vestry—Sapper by the Epworth league.
Wednesday, March 4, at the Unitarian
vestry—Circle supper.
Thursday, March 5, at Odd Fellows hall
—Sociable by Nokomia Rebekak lodge.
Wednesday, March 11, at Manning hall
—Sociable by Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M.
All Masons, with families, are Invited.
Monday, March 23, at Haucock hall—
Boston ladies’ symphony orchestra, 22
pieces.

StfocrtiBnnnita.

AP2TI1ECARY.

•

>mcR;PTioN?^r^aBi

—£lR-ilc°npouNotD|

Ell-svvorth. Me
Advertiser8 in THE

AMERICAN ar«

capturing the trade
The only place to get bargains
Friday,
$1,488 08

a

receBB

until

p. m.

store that advertises

household

goods

NOTES.

UNITARIAN.

NWJ4 17

Campbell Pab Co,
G L WUwell,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
W M Higgins,
E A Lermond,
C W Mason,
M M Davis,
J A Hale,
A W Cushman,
1 L Hodgkins,
Eugene H Moore,
O W Tapley,
H W Nason,
Mott Jelllson,
Drs King, Manning and
Hodgkins,
G S Sweti,
TF Mahoney,
Timothy Donovan,
John E Doyle,
LB Wyman,

as

Absolutely Pure
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

$70100
233 77

1.

NAME.

Austin M. Foster has secured tbe contract from tbe government for tbe building of the addition to tbe Ellsworth postoffice. Mr. Foster will start the work as

have

$27156

BOLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.
FUND.

43 97

SALARY ROLL.

City schools.......
High school.

The small boys got in their work on
election night. They scoured the town
for material and had a
bonfire in front
of the office of the mayor-elect, another
further up Main street, and another at
the west end of the bridge.

until

I

although

and

that the

urged

THE OU3 REUABLE

absent.

Irving
Osgood claim for damage resulting from
the overflowing of the brook in the rear

city.

is at

the

for your trade.

atJbettignnmiB.

Barron found

a

<»

g
fi

large

them too.
Brass

;J

::
American ; !
[The only county paper.]

Beds

and

Our Co«l Liver Oil Emulsion
with

and

Tables.

E

J

4.

.~da vis

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

!

X

is

an

prescribed for
Coughs, Bronchitis, and similar 8
throat and lung troubles.
It is g
easily digested, and thin people «
grow fat on it.

Price, 50o. per Pint bottle.

X
T

R

3
8
Chronic 8

Uypophosphites,

It is

of J

Chamber ♦

Sets,Dining Chairs

1

Get Fat

offering great

assortment

March

r

Remember

|g

WICCIN &

our

Teas and Prices

week.

last

2.

B.

Exactly

No Free R. F. 1>. Boxes.
An erroneous statement, widely circulated iu western newspapers, that the

gestions

.:

are

ported

Here Are

had
rural

decided

to

free delivery

~

MOORE,

Cor. opp. the I’ostoflice.

made by the departCongress for the furnishing
of rural boxes by the government at cost,
action of the kind indicated
either authorized or taken.
no

The patrons of rural free delivery serare required, as heretofore, to
supply
their own boxes from lists approved by
the

department,

under the
statutes in

mails.

these boxes

then

_

R

and

Such

splendid
days

since the

Teas haven't gone so cheapy as this
of the Boston tea party ! All Ells-

worth will want to take

“party”

of

ours

part

in this

motprn

tea

!

falling

protection of the United States
regard to the safe delivery of

But

g

been

vice

“You talk about posters

I

hss

\

3 lbs. $1.00.

.

ment and in

8

NIGHT BELL7 i

DRUCKHSTS

have been

to Your Taste I

A specially-good Formosa Oolong, for
oO c a lb.
Chase & Sanborn’s Orange Peko,
60 e a lb.
Chase A Sanborn’s English Breakfast,
60 «* AO.
Chase & Sanborn’s Formosa Belle of Formosa, A)c a lb.

service, is causing much embarrassmeut
in the establishment of new rural routes.
The fact is that though numerous sug-

Sbimtiscmcnts.

bargains in these rock- +
T hey are strictly T
ers.
up-to-date in every par- X
ticular; and we have a J

!.

I

The Ellsworth

and Patten

Stuart

present last
Polls of accounts were passed as follows:
evening at the reception in
STREET COMMISSIONER’S ROLL.
Waterville given by Representative and
Mrs. Cyrus W. Davis were F. C. Burrill Highways.
$119 20
108 3s
and wife and Col. H. E. Hamlin, of Ells- Sidewalks.
those

Wednesday week, was, like its predecessors, a pronounced success. A large
crowd was in attendance, and the “atpostoillce department
tractions” proved highly attractive. The
furnish free boxes for

ifFANCrROCKERSrIttI^|%
>

church

last

•

•

<

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,

Baptist

in the

place.
The coffee party given by the February

committee of the

..

|

to which the

that

excellent fattener.
W.

teaching

in

!

t.
L.

who

McCarthy

Aid.

..

■■

aii&trttsements.

Final Session of the Outgoing Board
of Aldermen.
The final session of the oatgoing administration was held at the aldermen’s
room last evening.
But little was done
beyond inspecting and approving’ bills,
and passing the various rolls of accounts.
Mayor Greely presided, and Aid. LeIand, Stuart and Brady were present.
Aid.

first time this season, the entire
membership of the festival chorus, with a
single exception, was present at the rehearsal last Thursday evening. New mem-

The Ariel ladies’ quartette, of
which
Miss Mabel Monaghan is the first soprano, has finished its southern tour, and
has returned to Boston.

:|

*

LIVERY and ROARDING Stable
hen in

12.

John Moore, eighty-eight years old, of
Reed’s Brook, showed his interest in the
election by coming way down to the Falls

I*

i

have leased the John II.
street. The stable

prepared to
class and up-to-date

and

■ -.-..

►

stable, Main

uas been renovated
we are now

Harden,

lady’s wallet in
church next Sunday evening, with an
I address on “China, its people, customs the road near his home Sunday morning.
41
The owner can have it by calling at the
> and ministers”, by Mrs. David Kerr.
bouse.
Next Friday afternoou Rev. J. P. Siy
William W. Barron sold his place in
monton will go to Franklin to preach the
Dollardtown
to Emery Bonsey, of South
sermon on the occasion of the
fiftieth
I
and not of Bluehill, as was reanniversary of the Methodist church of Surry,

4

kbing for larger and more convenient

quarters,

April

«-*->

REMOVAL!

Ellsworth
killed at

has

invited to attend divine service at
the Methodist church on Easter Sunday,

ing, March 11, at
public is invited.

The Ellsworth American—only COUNTY Paper.

"

was

For the

been

There will be a circle supper at the
Unitarian vestry next Wednesday even-

BYRN

OWEN

—that of young Ells who
Green Lake, that of Mrs.
that of Mrs. Shackford.

Nokorais Rebekah lodge will hold a
sociable in Odd Fellows hall to-morrow
evening for which invitations have been
issued. Monaghan will furnish tbe music.
Supper will be served. Tbe Rebekabs will
Insist on having the invitations presented

justice of
George

will also be paid for White Ash, Hock
Yellow Birch.

the unusual

The ladies’ circle of the Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. B. T. Sowle
to-morrow affernoon.

The time set for the lenten talk byjMrs.

4 r »

was

funerals in

Boon

Sutton at the Unitarian vestry to-day has
been changed from 3 p. m. to 7.45 p. m.

WYolI

(three

E. B. Mears, of Bar Harbor, Is in the
city. He has recently returned from a
trip abroad.

William B. Campbell, register of deeds,

the

HARDWOOD

South street is heard

Mrs. F. H. Osgood entertained several
of her friends at tea and whist Monday

has

factory of

on

William E. Whiting has returned from
Boston and opened a law office in the
Whiting block on Main street.

WHITE BIRCH WOOD
at the

mill

days.

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE and INVESTTelephone

of

No. 9.

|”S'S!iltiSJSI?B04S,oi5SS“{

CITY MEETING.

have

1

General Insurance and Real Estate.

O.

Last Thursday there
occurrence

Among
Thursday

Going Kast-€.30 a m, 5.30 p m.
Going West—11.20 a m, 5 and 915 pm.

MASON,

lonc

effect October 13, 1902.

Going East—7.16 a m, 6.08 p m.
Going Wmt- 11.56 a m, 5.81 and 9.47 p
MAIL CLOSES AT r08T 0FFICB.

a W. & F L.

The

will give • “chafing
dish” party in the vestry next Tuesday
evening, March 10, at 7.30. A varied proA table of
gramme will be presented.
home-made candy will be one of the attractions.
Refreshments will be served.

Esoteric lodge F. and A. M. will give one
of its socials in Manning hall, next Wednesday, March 11. All Masons with their
families are invited. Members of Esoteric
lodge are requested to furnish cake.

AT RLL8WORTII FOST OFFICK.

In

_ELLSWORTH,

March committee

bers would be welcomed.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Ellsworth, Me.

FIRST NAT’L bank

AFTERNOON, MARCH 4, 1903.

i-:----

JuUUAIj affajlks.

The “Tonic” flonths

mcrfriui.

your ads. upon the

fence.
they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeals

to common sense;
You may talk about vour dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But 1 calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
much;
And especially in winter, when the snow is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
can be found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
know.’’

FLOYD & HAYNdS,
34 Main

St.,

...

Jlllsworth, Me.

4WV.O

r«r

mr week

BcKlnninx Mareb
Hoyle.

EDITED BY

8—Comment by Rev. S. H.

Topic.—Lessons from the

the
mount: What Christ teaches about heart
16-18.
righteousness.—Matt, v, 20-48; vt,

Christianity is

a

sermon on

religion of grace,

but this does not mean that it is a religion of license. Sin is not to abound
In the Christian life that grace may
much more abound. Christ came not
to destroy the law, but to fulfill it. The
grace of Christ “is not a pardon of the
past with iudifference as regards the
future. It is forgiveness as a foundation and preparation for a new and better life. More is expected of the Christian than of the Jew, of the convert
than of the sinner.” No one realized
this fact more than Christ, and He
took particular pains to lay stress upon
He
It in the sermon on the mount.
demands a superior righteousness of
His followers to that of Judaism, what
our topic well calls “heart righteousness." What does He teach about it?
1. Christ teaches that Christian righteousness begins in the heart. The righteousness of the Jews was external rather than internal. It consisted too much
In the deeds of the hand rather than
In a right heart condition. But Christ
wanted this order reversed in Christianity; hence He said, “Except your
righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees
ye shall in*no case enter into the kingdom of heaven.” In fasting they disfigured their faces that men might see
In praying
their pretended devotion.
they stood upon the street corners that
men might witness their supposed piety. Though guiltless perhaps of overt
acts of sin, they were not guiltless of
malice and hate and lust within. But
Christ demands inward righteousness.
Internal good will toward brethren and
purity of heart as well as of life.
2. Christ teaches that heart righteousness should be cultivated at any
sacrifice. To rid the heart as well as
the life of sin may require heroic treatActions are much easier conment.
trolled than thoughts ana imaginations. The hands may be kept clean
while the heart Is far from pure, but
clean bands and pure hearts are both
required of those who would find acceptance with God In Christ; hence at
any cost heart righteousness should be
developed. It should be valued above
any physical organ, such as an eye or
God’s Spirit alone can create
a hand.
la us clean hearts, and we should depend upon Him to keep us in inward

righteousness.
Christ teaches that heart rightshould manifest itself in the
Reconciliation is to precede the
life.
consecration of gifts at God’s altar; adversaries are to be agreed with speedily; for any wrong doue full retribution
ia to be made; personal and social oaths
are to be avoided; vengeance is to give
place to meekness, and in the various
relations of life more is to be given than
can be legally demanded—for one coat
two are to be given; for one mile two
miles—that is, Christians who are righteous at heart must also be so in their
lives, and not only so, but they must
exceed in their lives what can be justly expected of them. They must ‘'love
your enemies, bless them that curse
you, do good to them that hate you and
pray for them that despitefully use
you.” The standard is high, but by the
grace of God we should strive tow’ard
8.

eousness

It
BIBLE

READINGS.

I Sam. xvi, 7; Ps. II, 10; Prov. iv, 23;
Jer. xvii, 10, 11; Ezek. xi. 17-20; xviii,
SI, 32; Matt v, 8; xi, 28-30; Eph. iii,
14-19; Phil, iv, 6, 7.

abberti«mtntB.

llluttxal Bcne&t Column.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

phtformVnd

„*!!
cold,Tad
daught,0

Were not worth a pauper’s prayer—
So I smile when men mark “failure"
O’er the life of any man
For the acme of all greatness
Is to do the best we can.
—Selected.
_

beginning

w|i"i,'n'

V"*

As the mite the widow offered
Brought a blessing sweet and rare.
And the riches of the miser

you,

w Mh'

„

see

tbe,^1,>,
arm/00"1

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title ami motto—It Is for the mutual benefit, and alms to !>e helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas- In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely on tne support glveu It In this respect. Communications must be signed, bat the nanra of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reasou. Address
all couimuulcatlons to
THE AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Me.

Dear 31. B. Friendn:
This week I have another

j

Georgs

country
many things that h« ****
thought of; he would see ships
‘
sails, carriages without horses, m(,
*,?ft
sent without
would

To the Editor of The American:
messengers, snd
The robin question which is being freely without weapons. He
spoke ot
discussed through the columns of THE; accomplished by the Salvation
inj as be Introduced
American is getting to be decidedly
General Booth
if I may t>e ;
*
terestiug, «t least, and I,
father of the army, the
have
building
allowed a little space, would like to
sounded with applause.
a small corner lu this affair.
The English and American
for
fltg, w
I have no desire to criticise any one,
together back of the
in draped
I think there is sometimes a difference
round the balconies, while
mottos, t
conditions in different localities, and every welcome were all abont.
to his opinion,
person has a perfect right
General Booth gave many
result
Instances of1
especially when that opinion is the
work done by the army and he
wa* 0(t
of careful observation.
but hla voice was
applauded,
husky
1 have cultivated strawberries on a small be was over
weary or had a bad
scale for several year*, on my premises It was difficult to hear
him. His
and
near the mill-atreara of Surry village,
Mrs. Booth Tucker, spoke a few
„otd’
here.
robins are quite plenty
after he closed, and her
appearance ,od
At first I feared they would prove a serivoice were very pleasing.
ous drawback to my small fruit business*
With tbe beginning of Cent there
wm
But 1 soon found I hsd a far worse
be a slacking of festivities
probably
and
tor
enemy than robins to contend with,
time, and churches will be In the lead
more
that was the cherry birds, or perhaps
^b. 27.
Eoo.
__
properly, the cedar birds,though they are
Robins In ('Hlifurnlii.
commonly called by tbe first name here

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

It* Motto:

coo Id

tngton

The Robin Question.
SCRBY, Feb. 27, 1903

“AUNT MADGE".

He said that it
visit thla

speaker.

CorrcBponficncc.

for they feed almost wholly upon wild
cherries when they are ripe.
They are very partial To strawberries

rich feast for

with

Date Cake—One-half cup butter, 1 X cups
brown sugar, X cup milk, 2 eggs, 1 \ cups flour,
X teaspoon cinnamon, X teaspoon nutmeg. X
pound stoned dates cut fine, X teaspoon soda, 1
Novice.
teaspoon cream tartar.
Dear Aunt Madge and Bitter*?
The M. B.column has been so acceptably filled
by the regular contributors that I have not felt
as though 1 could write anything which would
interest its readers, but 1 think 1 will venture
Aunt Madge 1ms
now
to add my mite, as
I am aware
not had much assistance lately*
that she always furnishes the best of good
things, when the sisters fail to do their share,
but It does not seem to be quite fair for her to be

Mrs. Anderson, a prominent society
woman of Jacksonville, Fla., daughter of
Recorder of Deeds, West, who witnessed
her signature to the following letter, praises

to do so much.
If the reunion question should be put to vote,
I should hold up both hands In favor of It,
although I should not probably be there; yet it
would give me pleasure to know that the other

obliged

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
“

Dear- Mrs. Ptnkttam :
There are but few wives and mothers who
have not at times endured agonies and such pain as only women know.
I wish such women knew the value of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. It is a remarkable medicine, different in action from any
I ever knew and thoroughly reliable.
u
I have seen cases where women doctored for years without permanent benefit, who were cured in less than three months after taking your
Vegetable Compound, while others who were chronic and incurable
came out cured, happy, and in perfect health after a thorough treatment
with this medicine. I have never used it myself without gaining great
benefit A few doses restores my strength and appetite, and tones up
the entire system. Your medicine has been tried and found true, hence
I fully endorse it”—Mrs. It A. Anderson, 225 Washington St., Jacksonville, Fla.

sisters were.
I tried “G’s” doughnut recipe, and pronounce
It good.
After reading “A’«" last letter, I was tempted
to write a woeful letter and see If Aunt Madge
would write a personal letter to me, but fearing
that I should not be as fortunate as she, 1 re.
stated the temptation.
I am glad that she has recovered from her fit
of the blues, and that she has decided to “look
out for No. 1”.
Last summer after reading her discouraged
letter, I thought that 1 would try and write a
few words of encouragement, but “Sister B’»
and “Ego” exprecsed my sentiments so much
better than I could have done, that I thought
comforted
and encouraged,
she would be
without anything more being said.
I think that she has discovered the true secret
of happiness, for 1 know of no surer way of
becoming happy than by trying to bring sun*
shine Into some other life, especially by making
a happy home for a
homeless little one. God
will certainly bless her efforts.
I will send two ways of using rice, which may
be new to some of the young housekeepers.
Cook one cupful of rice Id the usual way,
until nearly done, then stir In a cupful of
chopped apples, cook until the apples are soft.
Another way is to cook the rice until thoroughly done, then stir into it the white of one egg*
beaten to a stiff froth, remove from the stove
and serve with a sugar sauce; or with cream ana
sugar. I sometimes make the following sauce
for It:
One cupful of sugar mixed with one tablespoonful of flour, add to It half a pint or more
of boiling water, cook a few minutes, beat the
yolk of one egg In a bowl and pour the mixture
over It; stir together as quickly as possible, add
a piece of butter and flavoring.
Alexia.

—

Mrs. Reed, 2425 E. Cumberland St., Philadelphia, Pa., says:
jjear jjirs. tokham:
1 leel it my duty
to write and tell you the good I have received
k from Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Com—

& pound.
■

“I have been a great sufferer with female
W trouble, trying different doctors and medicines
r with no benefit.
Two years ago I went under
an
operation, and it left me in a very weak
condition. I had stomach trouble, backache,
headache, palpitation of the heart, and was very
nervous; in fact, I ached all over. I find
yours is the only medicine that reaches
such troubles, and would cheerfully recommend Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable
F V
i
Compound to all suffering women.”

earlier in tbe season, and when they find
a bed of this fruit which has begun to
ripen, they just make it their business lo
eat and destroy all they can, and they are
capable of doing a great deal in that line;
for while they are quite small, pretty and
innocent-looking birds, they are very
numerous, often going in large flocks, and
if tbe fruit is large they will pick into
and so ruin more berries than they can
eat; and if not looked after promptly are
sure to do much barm.
Now I often see robins among my
strawberry plants, and have watched
them narrowly but have failed to see
It is true a
them doing much barm.
robin will eat

berry

a

occasionally,

and

there may be once in a while an Individual robin which is very fond of them, but
as a rule it is not so here, for 1 have seen
them

run

along

between tbe

rows

when

laden with tempting ripe
fruit without paying tbe least attention

tbe

plants

were

berries, but looking sharply after
earth worms which are cften
found on the suriace, and devouring

to the

angle

or

greedily, just as they do In my
vegetable garden near by.
Bit;
1 have watched my grounds very closely
and spend a large part of toy time in
summer among my small fruita (I have
several kinds), and I have always been a

Pasadena, Cal., Feb. a). 1905,
To the Editor of The American:
It la as mild, and the air la as pare
and
sweet as a body could wish It.
The cold
snap of a few days ago curled us up t tittle
but

we

are

have

observer
come

to

friends, and
premises.

of birds of all kinds. 1
look upon tbe robios as
welcome them upon my

1 do not wish to dispute the statements
men of so
much
larger experience
than myself, for there may be a difference
in other places; a scarcity of other food
for tbe robinB or something of that sort;
hut I should not be surprised if these
same gentlemen
would
find by close
watching that tbe sleek little cherrywith

their

innocent

appearance
great deal of the mischief for which tbe robiu is blamed.
J. E. UOTT.
were

guilty

of

a

and

limbering

3to&ertf»nnnita.

Happy if Weil.

You Will Be

Paine’s Celery

Compound

of

birds

out

lituj

them

close

thawing

right again, and mocking bird
iDd
link are giving us dally concerts,
Blling
the morning hours especially with
tbeir
sweet melodies. Since that touch of
Iroai
seem
to
have
retuned their
they
throats.
And I must not forget to say a word
tor robin redbreast.
The other dty [
took a Hancock lady to see tbe old 8»n
Gabriel mission building, over 1.30
year,
old. with the mill-race of tbe only mill
that ground all the grist for seven!
counties In those other days, snd In
tbe front end tbe rear tbe great tallow vata used when Dana was making hla two-years’ voyage before the
mast on this coast.
Our way home led
through beautiful Datural scenery skirted
with live oaks, and bare the robin dwells—
we don't And them out In tbe
open-ind
theaforeeald lady almost went wild over
them
out.
P. G. Wooer**.
finding
up all

Bestows that Health and

Vigor that Makes Living
If you

power

Pleasure.

a

sick and out-of-sorts, it is in your
make yourself healthy, strong, and

are

to

happy.

There is not the slightest reason why you
should go through life feeling sickly, miserable,
Boston Notes.
languid, and melancholic. To be well and
Washington's Birthday was'celebrated strong, means happiness and true joy.
If you are sleepless, rheumatic, neuralgic,
here with lectures, meeting* ot all kinds, I
shadows of disease
theater going and all ways tosult Individ- dyspeptic, or have the
over you; if you are not as bright,
removes such troubles.
ual tastes. There was no shopping, all hovering
energetic, and strong as you were some weeks
Tlie experience and testimony of some of the most noted the places ol business being closed except ago, the use of Paine’s Celery Compound will
s lew restaurants and the
stores.
women
of
America
to
drag
whole system, cleanse
tone
We are all glad to hear again from
go
prove, beyond a question, that Lydia E.
up and fortify your
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will correct all such trouble at Schools were closed ol course bo that the the blood, correct digestion, sharpen the
“Alexia”.
Aunt Madge would like to
whole population was on a holiday.
once by removing the cause and restoring the
appetite, and conduce to restful sleep. Thouswrite a personal letter to every sister who
organs to a healthy
The theaters were crowded and many! ands once in a half-dead condition owe their
and normal condition. If in doubt, write Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
would care to receive one from her, but
were turned away alter all tickets were
present good health to the use of Paine’s
Mass, as thousands do.
cannot always get to it when she would
Celery
Compound. Mr. Win. S. Gil»son, of
sold.
like. You will hear from her without the
No other medicine in the world has received such widespread and
Pleasure vide, Ky., who. through sickness and
At Tremont Temple the Kugglee street
“woeful letter”.
unqualified endorsement. No other medicine has such a record of cures choir wes advertised to
suffering, was thought near the dark grave,
sing the Halle- writes as follows, regarding his marvelous
of female troubles. Refuse to buy any substitute.
but
to
tbe
lujah chorus,
disappointment cure:
Dear Aunt Madge:
forfeit if we cannot forthwith produce the original letter* and signatures of ot all, the organ refused
dirnnn
I have been broken down in health and
When I read our column of the 11th, 1 was
duty, something
*1111III above testimonials, which will prove their almolute genuincn»n.
■
bout
It
£.
end
tbe chorus strength, nervous system shattered, kidneys
interested and felt that with our editor and her
riukhsis Medicine Co., Lynn, Mas*.
being broken,
MUUUU
Lydia
out of order, had nervous and trembling spelk
wee sung without It, making It bard tor
corps of more gifted writers, I should be hardly
I have taken
the singers end lees pleasing to the off and on for the last ten years.
missed, It being a very busy winter for has shone all
I suppose Ego can heat that
day.
11).
<E.
<J.
11. (Solttmn.
me, but then came the thought, how will E. L. in her
audience.
There -vas an address by an three bottles of your Paine’s Celery'Compound
but I hardly believe It.
sight-seeing,
troubles have
Jordan and Florence Wood know how much we
[The editor lnTltes secretaries of local unions English clergyman and abort addresses by and all of the al»ovc-inentioned
Didn't that Wooster throw off his mouth
left me, and I can now do a good day’s work.v
older ones appreciate their poems unless we tell
W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
;
about robins?
He must have a large heart. of the
several others.
The
auultorlutn wsa I
it
them so, and how will “Ego” know how eagerly
white ribboners generally, to contribute to this
go alx>ut my business all day long and
He probably saw four robins at one time, and
draped with Bags iu honor ot the day.
don’t worry me, and 1 now feel better than I
I look for her letters if they do come outside the
Do you really think he column reports of meetings or items that will be
It shriveled him all up
In the evening the Salvation army
I have a good appetite,
column— and “Janet’s” message of the new year,
bad; have in ten years.
of Interest to workers In other parts of the
I
knows how strawberries and cream taste?
active
and the alpnabet of success.
We would like this to be a livecoiumn, a jubilee, their leader and founder, Gen- and can eat and get around on foot as
shall bunt up A. 8 Condon when be comes to county.
is 65 years.1*
eral Booth, giving an address on “The as when I was a boy.
I cannot enumerate ail the good things, but
It
needs
age
but
some effort on the part of W. C. T.
My
him
he
is
the boy*
;
Maine, and sliake hands with
was set to thinking on the subject of friends
U. women to make it so. It is a column of their Pest, Present and Future of the Balvaall right.
when reading the quotation aud Aunt Madge's
not ours, and will be what they make
tlon Army”.
How many of you have got your sewing making,
remarks ou the subject, and I have wondered If
it.
Items and communications should be short,
The meeting was opeoed with music
I exdone? l'in about middle way of mine.
by j
and
any of us can claim the half-dozen that bold our
of
to
are,
course,
of
the
Color Jackets, Coats, Capes,
subject
approval
I
have
their orchestra, grayer by Commander
I
read a
bit too much.
j»ect
reputation as sacred as their own. To me that
editor.]
read a book called Black Rock; It was very
Booth
just
with
a few words of
Tucker,
Ribbons,
Neckties, Waisls...
the
is one of
pre- |
strongest tests of friendship, and
nice. 1 wish you all had it to read to-morrow,
lude to tbe meeting, after which Governor I Stockings will not fsd< or crock when dyed with
I believe one that is staunch and true In this
and I hope you all have the Youth'* CompanDiamond
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Dyes. Direction book And 45 dyed eernplei
Bates made a short speech
respect can be trusted with our “money or our
Introducing free.DIAMOND
ion to read, It is one of the best papers, so helpDYES. Burlington. Vt.
life”.
The Willard anion has held some very General Booth. Governor Bates la a Bne
1 beard a business man say
ful In every way
Is this the; besetting sin of ourselves and of
man
and
a
two
appearing
of
the
interesting
meetings
recently,
very pleasing
that the Youth'* Companion was bis stay; It
those we call friends?
gave so much information that was reliable and lust sessions being held with Mrs. H. B.
Let us think about It and see to It that we can
Banking.
the short stories were so reotful to a busy man.
who, being unable on account of
Gilley,
9t>l)trtisnnntts.
be trusted as true friends.
Sisteh B.
Ail of you who have the Companion please lameness to go out, kindly invited the
I am glad these various subjects intro- read “The Fun in Life” sketch; it is very
Wbite Kibbouers to ber home.
duced in the column are imeiesting to so good.
The notable articles lately published
said
us?
1
Hasn't
Aunt
nice
to
Madge
thlugs
many of you.
Experience, which only
Is what your money will earn If
in The American and Bangor News were
Now
her
thank
her
let’s
for
one
heartily.
help
Invested to shares of the
passing years can bring, enables us to
read and warmly applauded. A letter from
out for a while.
think out some of these life-questions.
Don’t the couuty president, now in MassachuEsther, where are the questions?
We have missed you of late, Si6ter B.
make them very hard; you must remember we setts, received warm greeting, for the
One thing the friends must always leletter proved that the leader, though in
are just thawed out.
memoer—that the column is always more
For" pies, another state was yet alive to the interHere's how 1 make pumpkin pies
A NEW SERIES
interesting to everyone when several letters 3 quarts well cooked and sifted pumpkins, an ests of her own Maine baud of wbite
Is now open, Shares, 41 each; monthly
are in it than it is when Aunt Mad ire fills
egg to a pie, molasses enough to give a good
ribboners, and was setting the wheels in
payments, 41 per share.
it alone.
color, two cups sugar, just a pinch of giuger or motion for a
grand county convention at
Now you will enjoy one of Aunt Marla’s cloves, a teaspoonful vanilla or lemon, a little Northeast Harbor iu
WHY
PAY RENT
The next
May.
salt, then give it a good stirring, then put In a
cheerful letters.
when you can borrow on your
#
will also be held with
of cream and stir some more, then put in regular meeting
shares, give a first mortgage and
To the Dear Ones of the M. B. Column and our quart
J. M. M.,
reduce U every month
Monthly
milk enough to make it just right, and if you Mrs. Gilley, March 13.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Rec. 8ec.
payments and Interest together
have a good paste and hake them properly they
wnen

women are

Troubled with

irregular

painful menstruation, weakness, leueorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bearing-down
feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence, general debility,
indigestion, and nervous prostration, thev should rememlier there is one tried
and true remedy. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound at once
or

—

The Greatest Mai.

The Ram’s Horn recently asked and
solicited answers to these questions:
"Who is the greatest man in the world
at this moment and why?** The following is one of the answers submitted,
paying a tribute to the founder of the
Christian Endeavor movement Rev.
Francis E. Clark, D. D.:
Hot he is great whose hand Is red
With blood in mighty conquest shed
Fill victory marks all his ways
And nations sing aloud his praise.
Far greater he who opes the door
Where Knowledge keeps her treasure
store
seeks to banish

Or
greed and strife
By teaching men high aims in life.
But greatest he whose voice and pen
Have drawn to God his fellow men
And welded in ono giant band
The Christian souls of every land.
—John R Clements.

v

Its Spiritual Machinery.
When people object to the pledge and
aay there Is too much machinery about
the Endeavor idea, let us show them
it is spiritual machinery and that there
is prayer behind it all.—Heard In a

Convention.
GoU'v Right.

V

to/

self surrender in jk rePleading
quiet hour service Rev. Dr. Wancjs E. Clarik said, "God lias a right to
bav'e.a .Cfcpnce at us.”
cent

Qnli Bov.
(Any question may be asked that pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
Address Lock Bov 674. Binghamwork.
ton N. Y.]
41. O., Detroit, Mich.—All who are
interested in systematic, devotional Bible study should read "Bible Study For
Personal Spiritual Growth," an address
by Mr. John R. Mott Dally Bible, the
official devotional calendar of the New
York State Christian Endeavor onion,
has reprinted this address, together
with an address OP the Bible by President Roosevelt A copy of the issue
containing these two valuable addressAdes will be sent free tfn request
dress Dally Bible, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
42. F„ Ithaca, N. Y.—The Binghamton (N. Y.) City Union h*s secured a
dozen copies of “Individual Work For
Individuals," by Rev. H. Clay Trumbull. and is circulating them among the
various societies to be read by not less
than ten persons in each; this as a preliminary step to an aggressive campaign of personal work.

DYES

DIAMOND

iBSvBBS-

_Entail

ftMmuS®
bJLm SMOKgJ

How are you all this very cold winter?*
are more than good.
There’s one good thing about it, we couuln’t
Grandma G., tell the M. B ites how to make
any of us fall into the slough of despond, as
1 happen to know
sweet apple pies, please.
“A” did, It’s l»een frozen too hard.
that you can make them very nice. Weil! what
Why, J think it queer that none of you *c« pt a
long letter you will all say; but don't mind;
Aunt Madge has thought to tell us what you L.ut
I’ll let you all have a chance now.
for Christmas presents. I had a pink shouldei
Don’t i wish you eould all see my rose bush
shawl, a beauty. I am so pleased with It; and I i»nd
Here’s love and best
my Boston fern.
had such a pretty pair of boots-two blessings,
wishes to you all, and will you all please write
you see. And I bad presents from four of my
lot the M. B. column soon?
grandchildren. How their eyes did shine when
Yours truly,
they came bringing them over!
Aunt Maria.
I do enjoy my grandchildren so much, and the
Yes, we own “Black Rock” at our house.
fact of it Is, there’s so much to enjoy, there’s
Aunt Madge
hardly room for anything else. Just now I’m

j

[

! uncommonly happy, for It’s

summer, and
I’ve two new wrappers, one ot them turkey red,
and four new aprons, five gallons of Will Watson cookies, seven pumpkin pies, and the sun

This

signature is

Laxative
the

on

most

every box of the genuine
Tablet,

Bromo=Quinine
cold In

remedy that

cures

a

one

tky

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

________________

Tlie Man Who Is Never Out of Work
Can you do the thing that no one can do
or can you do a thing in a way that no one
else can do it? asks the editor of Success
Are you ingenious, always on the lookoul
for

For

from these brands of best
Burley
leaf, union made, in clean factories.

devices, improved methods, up-toways of doing things; in short, arc

new

date

Do you think tc
you merely dream*
Are you alive to the tips of your fingers
or do you only exist?
It is the exceptional man who forges bit
way to the front. There is always a place
for him. No matter how many are out ol
employment, he ia always in demand
There is a standing advertisement for him
all over this broad land.
yon

OWN YOUR OWN IIOME.

a

some

man

of ideas?

purpose,

or

What a Cinch for
Men of Maine 5

do

A Remarkable Case.
One of the most remarkable cases of a
cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude £.
Fenuer, Marion, lud., who was entirety
cured by the use of One Minnte Cough
A man who ia original and progressive
Cure. Sbe says: “I tried a number of in his methods ia'a man who succeeds.
remedies to no avail nntil I used One
Minute Cough Care. Four tot ties of this
Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks,
wonderful remedy cured me entirely,
strengthened my longs and restored me and to some older ones. Easily cured. Doan's
&
Wiggin
and
to my health
strength.”
Ointment never falls. Instant relief, permanent
1
Moore.
cure. At any drug store, 50 cente.—Advt.

:

11

the

W.

Hkx&y W. Ccbiimax, 8ec*v
First Nat'l Bank Bldg-

King,

Prize

$1,000 Money
$2,000 Premiums

Your dealer will tell
I
you all
I about our plan, and what
to do
L with the tags.

President._

Professional

JOHN

You smoke and chew
these fine
tobaccos and get a chance to

| Win.

A-

particulars Inquire of

E

Carts.

BUNKER, JR.,
AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

OFFICK8

AT

BAR HARBOR AND BLIJEHILL, ME.
7 and 4 Hi. Desert slocl1
Saturdays.

office.:
g»r Harbor
office oi>en

Blue hill

DR

H. GREELy,

DENTIST.
Graduate of U>e Philadelphia Denial CoU«*A

claa. of -76

WOpeick

f <Mtce*d

m

Giles* block,
afternoon,

Wedne*d*y

ellswobtb
until fnrC*1

d

Boreas, but they have no Idea of the
tremendous force required to cut this
white path over the ridge of the
confor railroad tinent; so they go on, all unconscious
fighting
hard
lu their Pullmans, while the
railroad
men in THE ROCKIES.
men at the next
siding ahend oil the
rotary and gird up their loins for the
AND THE MEN
next battle, which they kuow Boreas
NOTARY SNOWPLOWS
BUCK (NO
THEM
BUN
will be prepared to give them In a few
WHO
DRIFTS.
MONSTER
hours.
THROUOH
The experiences at Borens
pass durrailroad Is equipped
western
ing a hard winter are duplicated at
Every
snow
of
lighters,
force
mauy other railroad passes in the
with a large
and men who know
notary snowplows
Rocky mountains), to say nothing of
cut
their
can
them
way
great stretches at lower altitudes which
taw to run
the
In
that
early
dnys
have always been the favored haunts
through drifts
western railroading would have of snowdrifts and which have
always
blockades.
The
resulted in complete one of tire mar- given railroad men great trouble. It
is
is the unexpected element at these
rotary snowplow
of today, nnd it Is
points that brings a serious aspect to
vels of the railroad
the art of snow the
situation. At the passes over the
liberal education in
them
Its
one of
eating
Great Divide railroad men are prepared
fighting to see
that
threat- for
through a white drift
trouble, and consequently serious
off communication between blockades are
ens to cut
few, but when word
There arc sev- comes that
west.
a train has failed to
me east and the
fight
the Rocky mountains Its
In
way through the drifts 100 or pereral passes
In the year or
months
six
for
200
miles
from the nearest availwhich
haps
menace to train
able rotary plow there is consternamere form a constant
are situated nt
These
passes
tion.
To
rrews.
get a rotary plow to the
where the blockaded train
takes time, and In the
the top of the GrJat Divide,
Rorens pass, meantime the drifts
full
have
sway.
elements
are accumulating
The
is
a fair example.
on the unused road, and each hour
in Colorado,
Horens
late
in
nt
falling
brings new menaces to railroad men
snow begins
and it and
August or early In September,
passengers alike.
well
into
and
until
Mny
cease
Sometimes even the rotary plow has
joes not
will be inter- been known to be
There
June.
sometimes
caught in a snow
mittent snowstorms in the midsummer blockade. One Instance occurred In
affairs
nre
these
trifling
months, but
Wyoming. An engineer who had a ronnd are not to be mentioned in the tary plow on ahead and who wns makthe
tremendous
with
same breath
ing good progress during a fierce snowsnowfalls of January nnd February. storm was compelled to run back a few
miles for water. Instead of taking the
Few men make their homes nt Boreas.
It is nothing for them to get up In the rotary with him he uncoupled and ran
I
morning nnd And themselves complete- his engine back, and in the meantime
one store is
the snow gathered so fast over the
ly burled in snow. The
usually at the end of n tnnnel cut j tracks that he was unable to fight his
through an immense snowdrift The I way back to the plow. Such Instances
population of Boreas during these ; are rare, however, and are only owing
to the oversight of some trainman, for
6nowy months consists, for the most
part "of the railroad men who are en- I a rotary snowplow with sufficient powgaged in the strenuous work of fight- i #r behind It can eat its way through
lag constantly changing drifts. Snow ! almost anything In the shape of drifts.
at Borens does not fall; it rages. It is j —New York Tribune.

battles

with snow

won't scream so loud.”
The captain set the cage down by
Tilly and sat down himself. The parrot laughed a little slyly and said soft-

—

Jay

blown about in swirls nnd eddies nnd
la forever forming new drifts ns treacherously as a river that is constantly
ahifting the sand hanks of its mouth.
These drifts are not little affairs that
will barely cover a "stake and rider”
fence. Tnr-y are piled ten. twenty nnd
thirty feet high, aud they spring up in
a

^

A BOTTLE MORGUE.
Odd Department Tlmt In Maintained
In Some DriiKNtore*.

The woman left the prescription and
said she would cull for the medicine in
half an hour.
“I’ll bet $5 she won’t,” said the clerk.

rngui.

i “She just looks like the kind that gets

To the "tenderfoot" It would seem
Impossible to plow a way through these
drifts at Boreas, but when a huge rotary snowplow comes whirling up the
track with throe or four engines pushtag vigorously behind it the “tenderHo is
foot" reserves his decision.
still Inclined to favor the snowdrift.
but lie prefers to await developments
With a
before committing lilir.sclf.
rush and a plunge the hig rotary is
burled Into the white mass of snow.
Black smoke isiiirs from the engines,
and the huge blades of the snowplow
The
eat relentlessly into the drift.
snow shoots out of the orifice at the
side of the plow, forming a huge, white
semicircle constantly moving forward.
One can keep track of the progress of
tile plow by following the advancement of this rainbow of snow. Foot by
foot the rotary eats its way forward.
and finally It and the engines are
buried In a huge trench of white. Only
the stacks of the engines can is- sc. n,
iieichlug their blackness on the virgin
garb about them. But the great white
semicircle never fulls to go forward
until finally the
tenderfoot'' knows
that the drift is being conquered.
When the regular overland limited
comes along a few hours later, the passengers do not know of the battle that
has just been fought.
They travel
through a canyon of snow as they pass

medicine put up for the fun of the

j

*T didn’t know there was anybody
foolish enough to take his fun that
remarked the next customer.
; way,”
1
"Oh, yes, there are such people—lots
of them.” said the clerk. ‘‘Seldom a
1
week passes that we do not put up a
prescription tlmt is never called for.
Why in the world the people who thus
neglect their remedies after ordering
them compounded will go to the trouble and expense of consulting a doctor
If they
is more than I can figure out.
don’t want to take the stuff prescribed,
they certainly don’t have to, but they
|
might ut least have the grace to. come
and take it borne after we have gone
to the trouble to prepare it and not
: throw it back, a dead loss on our hands.
Why. I've got a regular morgue back
there for the repose of uncalled for boti
tles of medicine. I keep the stuff indefinitelj. hoping that in case the cusj tomer has not been carried off by sudden death she will show up again some
time and ask for the bottle. If I happen to know the delinquent’s address,
I send it around C. O. D., but people
who make a practice of ordering medicine that they never intend to take are
not apt to leave their card with the
!

;

druggist.
‘‘Most of these nuisances in the drug
business are women, and many of their
prescriptions have been written by out
of town doctors several months or, in
In such cases
some cases, years ago.
the customer probably has no intention
of coming back for the medicine, but
merely wishes it compounded through
some freakish fancy. In order to guard
against loss through such crazy whims
we ought by right to demand a deposit
on all prescriptions to Ik* culled for later on, but such a*: innovation would
undoubtedly bring out a mighty howl,
never had the courage to
i and we have
suggest it.”—New York I’ress.

The Stomach Is the Man.
A

weak stomach 'Weaken* the man. beit cannot transform the food he f*at*
into nourish neot. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
cleanse*. poritle*, nweelens and Htre ^ihhh the gland* and
membranes <*f th-*
stomach, and cures Inrilire-tlon, dy^pep.*!*
and all stomach
troubles.
Wioois A
cause

Moore.
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Work# off th* Cold
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Laxative Bromo-Qulnlne Tatilots cure a cold
tn one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price *25 centa.
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thing.”
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Ing home.
Maybe you don’t mind
Polly?”
‘‘Oh, no! I like her, sir. You’d better bring her out here by me.
She

"SYZYGY”
An astronomical term referring
to one of the pair of opposite
points of an orbit, when the

ly:
“Captain, ship nboyl”
“I hope so, Polly.
Do you know,
Tilly, that this is my bouse and that I
bought the furniture, every stick of it?”
“Y'es, sir.”
"And that I’ve got enough money to
get on with comfortably tucked away

<-The captain was a Jolly man of flftyene, with a fine blue eye and a pleasant
If rather reserved manner. He stood
at the door of a neat cottage one morning In spring with rather a disconsolate
air.
"I do miss Sis
Tlieres^,” he said regretfully, “and her dying so unexpected-like has upset all my ideas of life.”
He turned and gazed ruefully at the
comfortable sitting room, now In the
utmost disorder.
On the top of the
sewing machine box paraded a fine
gray and red parrot that seemed to enjoy the situation.
“Hello, captain!” she cried. "Ship

where

town

and advertise

for

sue vurueu uuuui

yuu

Two hours later Mrs. Melinda, after
long, restful nap, appeared on the
back porch.
The captain and Tilly
were standing side by side in the gurden.
“What are you doing, Philetus? 1
supposed dinner would be ready.”
“It will be before long,” returned the
captain cheerfully. "You see, sister,
we have been out on a little business
that will lessen your work and worry
over me a great deal.
Tilly here has
taken such good care of Polly and me
that we’ve been out and got married.
We’re all fixed now, and you are welcome to Sis Tlierese’s clothes and small
truck, Melinda. The rest of the things
always were mine, and we’ll need them
housekeeping, Tilly and Polly and me.
Well, Polly, and bow do you like it, old

cornu

have knocked me down with a feather.” She was not a girl, but a woman
approaching middle age and with a
pale and gentle face.
“Scuse me, ma'am. I am trying to
find me a housekeeper.”
The woman looked Intently at him.
"I am trying to And a place where I
can do something,” she said wearily.
"If you would not mind trying to put
up with me and my Polly”— eagerly
began the captain.
"Is Polly your wife?” she queried.
"Oh, no; she’s the parrot.”
The woman hesitated.
"I have always lived in the country,” she answered, “but my brother
died, and I thought I could do better
In the city.
I haven’t money enough to
go hack—in fact, I haven't any at all.”
The captain looked nt her and speed
ily grasped the facts of the case.
"Pm most old enough to he your father,” he said kindly, although he was
not, "and you must come right along
and straighten up that bouse for Polly
and me. First we will get some break
fast.”
An hour later the captain unlocked
the house door. Polly, much excited at
the advent of a woman, swung and
screamed in her cage:

girl?”
"Ship ahoy, captain!
cackled Polly gleefully.
A

erous

saw

a

come

Class.

tip.

little consideration as to unusual
demands meets with equal appreciation. Any one who has traveled much
and not kept his eyes shut soon learns
that hotel work is hard for those who
do it regularly and continuously and
soon becomes willing to be less exacting and more aware of certain needs in
those who serve which cannot be supplied by gifts of money. A little personal interest is worth much more in
A

of rather gen
coming in at the

woman

proportions

SfKlfptnl

Ship ahoy!”

When looking around to discover social grievances or to find subjects for
philanthropic work, why has no one
thought of the hotel maids and waitTheir lives are hard, for they
ers?
have long hours and must be on duty
both early and late. Their time off is
taken in snatches, and they seldom get
a whole day.
A kind lady, observing this at a hotel, asked her husband to give his morning paper every day to* the man who
waited at their table. The gratitude
expressed showed how tedious the man
found his idle time when he wus “on
duty,” but had nothing to do and nothing to read.
A book or paper to a chambermaid,
hallboy or elevator boy is often more
gratefully received than the ever wel-

"Captain, ship ahoy! Captain, ship
ahoy!”
A week went by, and the burly captain stood trimming his grapevines
when he

is

in

tunjuiitiKm

In

nnse&Saiibqjris
Coffees

which, in connection with the head of the family and wife, does

to add to a good meal than anything else. A cup of coffee
made from any of these brands
^
has as much influence on our
rm
zJML
more

>

^every-day
"

life,

as

does the earth, sun
and moon in conjunction have upon
tide and weather.

KLLS WORTH MARKETS.

a

turned ns he locked the door:
"I wish there was, Polly.”
After he had put an advertisement
In several newspapers the captain
walked slowly alpng the streets toward the markets.
Ills eye caught
sight of a large blue and white sign,
"Servants Supplied.”
"It will not do any harm for me to
stop In there.” quoth the captain.
As he stepped Into the entry he saw
a woman hesitating in front of him.
The captain declared ever afterward
wiieii

uouy

with the sun. There is no better movable point on the breakfast table than a pot filled with one of the
famous brands of

Tilly?”
“No, sir.”

a

housekeeper to clean up this place.”
"Ship ahoy, ship ahoy!” screamed
the parrot, and again the eaptain re-

iuul

sr-rtr.

get It?”

Servants have a hard time.”
The captain stood up and breathed
bard.
“Go and put on your other gown, If
you’ve got one,” he said hoarsely, “and
If you are willing to marry me we’ll
go down to the courthouse and get it
done. She can’t get around that, can
she? I have never been so truly comfortable before. You won’t refuse me,

"Wish there was, Polly,” retorted the
captain, “but there’s none in sight. I'll
down

o'.'!"' ill,

“Yes, sir, I suppose so.”
“Then why shouldn’t I keep house ns
long ns I want to? You must stand by
me. I really want you.”
“She’s sure to abuse me If I do, sir.

ahoy!”

go

no one can

movin"

«i*u jiiitM."
in mv am! 2 ib. Tin

front gate, followed by a boy carrying
a large valise.
He knew that this must
be his sister Melinda from California,
•who could not attend her sister’s funeral on account of Illness. His spirits
sank lower and lower as he climbed
the back steps. The new housekeeper
bad proved quiet, clean and very industrious. Polly was never happy unless
she was in sight. In short his sorrow
for the death of Sister Therese was
because of no lack of
now softened
creature comforts.

many cases.—Philadelphia Ledger.
The

Iron

Crown.
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WEIGHTS AND KBASCHKS.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
In good order and flt for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and flt for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
Farmers can easily reckon from
at Ellsworth.
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

Country Produce,
Batter.

Dairy and creamery butter are both In good
supply. We quote:
Creamery per ft.30 §33
250*8
Dairy.
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16018
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).....90
Neufchatel.06
Eggs.

Eggs
good.
Fresh

lower; supply and demand both

are

laid, per doz.25

Poultry.

Poultry Is In good supply. Fowl are scarce.
Chickens.22

18

Fowl.

Turkeys.25
Ducks..
Geese.

Huy.
Best loose, per ton.
Baled.
Straw.
No loose straw on the market.

20

Pineapples,
Apples, pk

Cranoerries, qt

18

ft

.160.25
Rio,
35
Mocha,
35
Java,
Tea—per ft—
.450.65
Japan,
.300 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
.05)4
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .05)4
-05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—

CURED BY LAXAKOLA
LAXAKOLA Is the only remedy that
should be given to babies.
It tastes good.
Children like It and ask for It. Absolutely
pure, being entirely vegetable, Its gentle
action
commends Itself ta
yet speedy
mothers of ailing, fretful babies.
A single dose of LAXAKOLA often relieves the Infant sufferer by moving the
bowels and
thus
removing the cause.
LAXAKOLA will keep the bowels open
and the stomach In healthy, active condition, and Its tonic properties will keep
the little folks healthy, hearty and happy.
It costs less than other laxatives.
You get
more for your money »*ud
smaller dosea
are necessary.
At druggists. 25c. and 50c.. or free gam®**
of THE LAXAKOLA CO., 4o Vesey street.
New York.

Food Distress You?

wnnJ,™L^T'bSj

C.

A

PARCHER,

MAIN STREET.

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

Kodol

Dyspepsia
Digests

Cure

what you eat.

It artificially digests the food and aid*
.35 §.45 Nature in strengthening and recon2503 >
10

.060.08
Rice, per ft
Pickles, per gal .45 §.65
.250.76
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—per gal—
.20
Pure cider,
.05
Cracked wheat,
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,

She has never had what you would call a
natural movement.
Sometimes we were
almost afraid of convulsions, It hurt her ••
much, and she would be so frightened.
She Is awful pleased to think it doesn't
hurt her now, and she will take LAXAKOLA without a fuss.
We are pleased t
think it helped her so much.
MBS. ORA MOFFATT,
Gorham, N. H*

14

Groceries.

Co flee—per

I wish to thank yon very much for th«

good LAXAKOLA has done for my llttld
niece, Marlon Lurllne Bass. She Is only
two and one-half years old, and has suffered something awful from constipation.

For Rale bv

12014

Loose...
.....10012
18
Baled.
Vegetables.
Sauer kraut is a dainty that may now be
bought in this market; 8c per ft. We quote:
01 >4
25 Turnips, tb
Potatoes, pk
S potatoes,ft
01)4
02)4003 Beets, 1b
03
01 Cabbage,
Onions,
05 Carrots, lb
01)4
Spanish onions,
10 Parsnips, 1b
03
Lettuce,
25 Beans—per qt—
Spinach, pk
12
10
Yellow-eye •
String beans, qt
10
04
Pea,
Squash,
20
Celery, bunch
Fruit.
15 §25 Oranges, doz
20 Lemons, doz

Baby Suffered Awful From
Constipation

.04

the exhausted digestive organs. It is the latestdiscovereddigesfcand tonic. No other preparation
approach It in efficiency. It Instantly relievesand permanently cure*

structing
ant
can

Dyspepsia,

Indigestion, Heartburn,

Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgia Crampsand
al) other results of imperfect digestion.

Price 50c. and tl. Large size contains 2Vi time*
.04
Rye meal,
The “Iron crown,” which worked up
Granulated meal,1b 02)4 small size. Book all a bout dyspepsiamailedfre®
the minds of the people of the middle
Prepared bn E. C. ueWlTT A CO.. Chicago*
Oil—per gal—
-35
.550.69
Linseed,
Havana,
ages to such an extent as finally to be13 §15
.50
Kerosene,
Porto Rico,
come an object of worship, is, in fact,
.60
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
a gold crown, the secret magic of the
125
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
name resting on the tradition that the
125
11 §13 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
inside ring of iron was made from the
Hemlock boards, 12 §13 Clapboards—per M—
12§16 Extra spruce, 24 026
were driven through the
which
natls
Spruce,
in tue nine silling rnnui
Hundreds of Children and adults M
un.y tit-gun
16§20 Spruce, No. 1, 17§18
g
Spruce floor,
hands of Jesus at the time of the crufflfl have worms but are treated for B
35060
12015 Clear pine,
pine,
angrily screaming. One of the lirst
M other diseases.
The symptoms ml]
35060
Matched pine,
15§20 Extra pine,
cifixion.
fl are:—indigestion, with a variable M
acts of the newcomer wag to throw a
M—
Laths—per M—
But little Is known concerning the Shingles—per
m appetite;
foul tongue; offensive PI
2.00
2 75
Spruce,
Cedar, extra
heavy wrap over the cage.
■ breath; hard and full belly with oc2 85 Nails, per ft
.040.06
lijl]
clear,
history of the iron crown until after
M easional grlplngs and pains about B
"You’11 smother her,” said a quiet
••
1 85 Cement, per cask 1 50
2d clear,
the coronation of Agllulf, king of the
y the navel; eves heavy and dull: InU
95
1 65 Lime, per cask
extra one,
voice. “I’ll take her out on the porch.”
fl itching of the nose; short, dry UK
1 25 Brick, per M
7011
Lombards. It is generally believed that
No. 1,
“Who arc you, anyhow?" quoth an
••
.75 White lead, pr ft .050.0
]| cough; grinding of the teeth; start- B
scoots,
it was made for that monarch in tlie
g ing during sleep; slow fever; and
irate female voice. “W'here's the caprrovisione.
often in children, convulsions.
pi
year 591. It was used by Charlemagne
tain?”
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
and by all the after emperors of France,
Steak, ft
.153.25
Steak,
“Here I am,” said that Individual
14
Chop,
109-20
Roasts,
who were kings of the Lombards. Na.C8
PIN WORM
.06 8.08
I
Plga* feet,
weakly, appearing at the door. “I—we
Cornett,
a
18
Ham, per ft
163-20
poleon put it on ids head when he was
Tongues,
didn't expect you, Melinda.”
.13
.05«08
Shoulder,
Trloe.
in Milan in 1806, saying, “God hath
18
“I suppose not I came as soon as I
Bacon,
veal:
B is tlie l>m worm remedy made. It has been Ln}
8all
20
129,13
given it to me.”
niTl in use since 1851, is purely vegetable.hami- B
Steak,
could. Therese left me all her things,
12
LJ less and elfectual. Where no wormsare pres- ■
9.16
Lard,
.108.15
Roasts,
This celebrated relic is now iu NaQ eni it a«-t s as a Tonie, and corrects tiie comli- | .1
you see.”
Lainb:
tion of tlie mucous membrane of the stom- gU
I
the state jewels. It was
C5
1)1)]
pies
among
each
Tongues,
much
about
The captain looked
him,
1M aeliaml tmwels. A positive core for Const!- B
10
822
I
and taken by the Austrians to
Lamb,
H pation and Itilionsness, and a valuable rem- |l[l
captured
amazed.
edyin all tlie common complaints of chil- Uj
Fresh Fish.
Jp]|
Vienna in 1839, but was returned to ItLiu dien PriceSS cts. Ask your druggist for It. ■
“What things?”
The supply of fresh fish Is better than for
l»r. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn. Me.
W
I aly iu I860.
Believers in the sacred
g
You
pn
Special treat meat for Tape Worms. Free pamphlet. Jllff
“Why, the housekeeping things.
some weeks past.
Oysters are higher, now sell
1
iron inside the crown point to
of
hoop
You
can
won’t want to keep house.
for50c per quart. We quote
the fact that there is not a speck of lug
06
06 Haddock,
board.”
(j0d
20
rust upon it, although nearly 2,000
11618 Clams, qt
Halibut,
“No; I won’t board,” protested the
tb
IS
l.ol>8ter».
Smelts,
*25
old.—Exchange.
TI2
years
Finnan
25
Haddie,
Salmon,
captain. “Polly and me are comfortato
60
Oysters, qt
Monthly Regulator has brought happiness
ble right here.”
hundreds of anxious women. There is positiveFuel.
A
Natural
science
to
medical
Question.
known
other
ly no
remedy
“But you cannot live this way,” reThere are no changes Id prices.
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
The small boy. accompanied by his
from
Coal—per ton—
peated the California sister. “You will
Woou—pei corn
Longest and most obstln e irregularities
00
10
5
50
00
Broken,
in
the
was
at
9«
relieved
immcuiately. Success guarfather,
looking
display
Dry hard,
any cause
be stolen from and imposed upon.
10 00 I anteed at
3 00 95 00
Stove,
No pain, danger,or intersoft,
stage.
Dry
any
Broad
of
a
store
on
the
window
big
10 00
Therese wrote me that if she ever had
Egg,
Roundings per load
ference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
10 00, cases where others have failed. The mostdilii.
Nut,
100:312s
to go to coiue right on and break up way, where all manner of wearing
7 0* cultcases successfully treated by mail,and benBlacksmiths
5 00
Buttings,
In
oue
corwere
on
exhibition.
things
for you. So I’ve come.”
eficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
Flour, Grain and Feed,
ner was a great rack decorated with a
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
The captain gazed at her, awestruck,
50
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
whom we never see. WriK for further particuand
bearcollection
of
socks
1
25
brilliant
l.S0«
4 2595 25 Shorts—bag—
fascinated at her daring. What womlars and free confidential advice. I)o not put off
1 20 Mixed feed, bag
Re.
ing the sign. "Half llose, Half a Dol- Corn, 100 ft bag
too long. All letters truthfully answered.
an was this, even of his own blood,
30
1
2m91
120
Corn meal, bag
member, this remedy Is absolutely safe under
lar.”
1 20 Middlings, bag
who would so ruthlessly destroy all
Cracked corn,
leaves
and
condition
everv
positively
possible
1.40 'o 00
The small boy studied it for a full
no after ill effect upon the health. Sent i>y mail,
his comforts? The captain begun to
secure! v sealed, f ‘2.00. Money letters should be
Then he called his father's
minute.
realize. He went out on to the porch
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tie^bcttism-nxis.
attention to it.
aiont St., Boston, Mass.
and brought in the parrot.
hose
“if
hulf
he
“Say. iiop,”
inquired,
“It’s too sunny for Polly out there,”
Tsi-r .T .BWOriTg
hose
a
are
whole
are half a dollar,
he said. “1 never set her out until towhole dollar?”
ward noon.”
“I suppose so,” laughed the father,
The quiet woman entered with a cup
AND BATH ROOMS.
#f tea and some sandwiches. The vis- though he well knew that the boy's
mother had a pair in silk that he had
••NO PAY, NO WA8HKE.”
itor grew calmer when refreshed.
n
“1 will just get a little nap,” she paid $4.98 for and which she insisted
All kinds of laundry worK done at aboil
she hud obtained at a bargain because tee. Goods called for and delivered.
said, yawning, "and then I’ll begin at
A
CO.,
ESTEY
H. B.
they were marked down from $3.—
once on Sister Theresa’s clothes and
Ellsworth, Me.
west End Bridge,
things. 1 can't spare any’time that’s New York Times.
I’m needed at home.”
not necessary.
An Exception.
As soon as the house became quiet
I iniCC Who Have Used Them
“You know,” said the woman sufLAUI to Recommend as the B£dT
the captain stepped out on to the back
lilt. St
porch. Tilly, the quiet one, was shell- fragist, “they say ‘the hand that rocks
8Ur Crown Brand
the cradle is the hand that rules the
ing peas on the top step.
world.’
“She wants me to go to boarding
Immediate rebel, no danger. no pain.
“I'm
“Ridiculous!” cried Henpeck.
Tilly.”
Uaed lor rear, by leading specialists. Hundred* orteetu
moniam. A trial will convince you of their intrinsic value
sure my hand doesn't rule the world.”
“Yes, sir.”
Send ien rente tor sample and
In caae ol suppression.
“They won't have Polly In a board- —Philadelphia Press.
book. All Druggists or by mall iI.30 bo*.
Subscribe for Tlie American.
SINS MEDICINE CO., Cj* 1930, BOSTON, MASS.
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Don’t

Dr. Emmons’

Worry
Wash

in tlu*

sunlight

Mo

way.

toiling

no
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wsiuo). Washday made bright and linens white.
be accomplished
of
every day by using tb<* soap
and

jwrfection.

This

you

can

economy

and your clothes will not b<* ruined.
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cold water

STEAM

Sunlight
So&p
The mil if *oap for hard water
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LEVER

Cake—All

BROTHERS
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Eden’s Town Meeting—Much Excite-

breast works”?

ment and
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HANCOCK

poatofflce

follows:

ss

day morning.
The only thing accomplished Monday
the election of the moderator,
clerk, and the usual preliminaries,
was the election of B. S. Higgit.s as first
selectman.
This is the first time in the
100 years’ history of the town when the
besides

town

Ward 5 isn’t so hopelessly democratic after all. Some seem to have
forgotten that during the laet ten
years it has been carried by the re-
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began,

man

He was judge-advocate-general on tbe
staff of Gov. Powers, and occupies the
same position on tbe staff of Gov. Hill.
Mr. Hamlin is one of tbe three commissioners on uniformity of legislation. He
was
a member of the Maine House of
Representatives iu 1S93 and 1895. He was
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Lobster Shipments.
Owners of lobster pounds and large cars
in Gouldsboro are now selling or shipping
their lobsters aud realizing good prices
them.
Before any were sold or shipped this
year, there were 100,000 lobsters in the

on

town; df these Capt. George Coiewell,
who has two pounds, had 50,000, Capt. E.
A. Over, 14,000, and Mr. Huckins, 13 000.
Aside from these, John Stevens had
large cars filled
bolding from
Mr. Huckins sold
5,000 each.
outright to the firm of Thorndike & Hixt
more
lobsters
of Rockland, who boy
than any other firm in the State, a,
twenty-three cents per pound.
Capt. Over and Capt. Coiewell each own
now
steamers of their own, and are
to
market,
taking theirs
principally
to

Portland,

where there is

a

demand.

It is said that the lobster industry of
Gouldsboro last year was more profitable
than any of the Hancock towns, and that
the exact revenue, if known, would astonish one.
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so
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never

and too
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of

in the election of Harrison E.
Wakefield.
The town clerk cast tbe ballot of town
for Arthur A. Heaid for superintendent

of schools.

compensation of

superintendent of schools should be same
as last year—ft.200. and that the compensation of the school board should be

year—160

same

for each member.

Tbe usual number of constables, fenceof

viewers, pound-keepers, surveyors
lumber, etc., were next chosen.
Eben M. Hamor

was

elected ageut of

the town school fund.

Charles F. Paine

was

elected

smart

eighty-nine

cheap white
(the valedictorian, it may be) had
strangely silent and sad all day.
more

to the

sum-

but in the spirit of the public
system of America, will not the
graduates substitute the simple muslin or
challis for the expensive silk or crepe?
The last summer’s gown, if need be,
freshened with a bit of lace and ribbon,
the well-kept suit worn with spotless
linen would be more acceptable than the

adopt them,
school

from “school life to life’s

other souvenirs which

can

put at

a

anyone who is entitled to the
educational privileges which our country
offers to its future citizens.
M. A. Q.

in

man

knows

from
Senate

Maine.

He

tbe other

was

better

day

senator

addressing
when

Mr.

the
Hoar

crossed to an adjoining seat and engaged
In a vigorous conversation with Senator
Allison, who was listening and smiling.
“Mr. President,” said Mr. Hale, after
an expressive pause, “it is almost Impossible to hear what senators are saying.”
Tbe conversation, which by tbe time
that remark was made, had focussed tbe
entire attention of tbe Senate, immediMr. Hoar crossed back
ately broke up.
to bis own seat and, en route, Btopped to
whisper something to Mr Hale.
“It doesn’t need repetition,” replied the
latter, in audible voice. Thereupon Mr.
Hale continued with bisapeecb.
“Cleanliness is next to godllnea*."
Dirt and
depravity go hand In hand- This Is just as
true of the inside of the body as tbe outside.
the
Constipation clogs
body and clouds me
mind
Constipation means that corruption
is breeding In the t*o*ty, poisoning the blood
with it* foul emanation's, befogging the brain
with Us tainted exhalation
Constipation Is the
beginning of more diseases than, perhaps, anv
outer single di-order. The
consequences of
constipation are legion. Headache, pain In the
side, shortness of breath, undue fuiluess after
eating, coldne-s of the extremities, nervous
ness. Indecision, lassitude, dizziness, sallow ness,
flatulence, and a score of other ailments are
directly caused by coustiimtloo. Cure constipation and you core It* consequences. The quickest cure of ihl* evil U obtained by the use of
Dr Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets. Tbt y are small
in size but wonderful in resultThev cure
permanently
They contain no Injurious In
gradient*. The use of them does not beget the
Ask your druggist for them.
“pill habit
Send 21 one cent stamps, the expense of mailing only, and receive Dr Pierce’s Common
Sense Medical Advl*er, in paper covers.
Tnls
work contains 1,006 pages and TOO illustrations.
For 31 sumps It can be had in substantial cloth
Address
Dr.
R.
V.
binding.
Pierce, Buffalo,
N. Y.
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have the* tame by proviat
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sum
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EDUCATION.
rr*be Committee on Education will bold its
in State
8upt. of
X
meeting*
regular
Schools’room. State House, Thursday afterR. E K*xd*li, Sec.
noons at two o'clock.

in Matonic block
STORE—Rooms—first

mHE Committee on Interior Waters will
X give a public hearing in its room at the
State House in Augusta, Thursday, March 5,
1903. at 3 p. m. On an act to extend an act entitled au act to incorporate the Maohia* Log

Driving Company.

On ar. act to extend the Charter of
Union River Water Storage Company.

fat Salt.

and'woodloTof

ESI PENCE, farm, pasture
V the late Georg* W. Perkins. consistiai
of more than forty acres of land, only one mile
from postoffice.
Inquire of Mis* Liluar P
Perkin* at the above residence, near Grant*!
corner, Ellsworth. Me.

1>

the

EDUCATION.

Thursday. March V
Resolve to re-appropriate $500 to Lee Normal Academy.
Thursday. March 12.
Act allowing pupils residing in towns having free high school, but living at a distance
therefrom, to attend the free nigh schools of
neighboring towns.
An act to provide for instruction of music
in public schools.
An act relating to delinquent town officers.
An act to amend Section 6 of Chapter 11 of
the revised statutes relating to the raising
and expenditure of common school funds.
An act to amend an act incorporating the
trustees of Bridgton academy.
Resolve in favor of Hates College.

IS

same by
proving property aud
for this advertisement.
Geo. M
Hopkins. West Trenton. Me.

1

Ensurancf Statrmrnts.
QUINCY MUTUAL FI KK INS. CO.,
or quiNCT, Maas.
ASSETS DEC. 3i, 1902.
Rea! estate.
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Hills receivable,

#16.80000
«y.375 00
216.900 00
271,11500
26,000 00
’.303 83

Agents'balances,
Interest aud
Uncollected

rents.

3.2*3 j*
44

premiums,

11.280

Admitted assets,
*685.666 9*
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1902.
Unearned premiums,
*236.218 48
All other liabilities,
6.653 S3

T1TK wish to extend our sincere thanks to our
nelghl*or* and friends who «o kindly
Tf
rendered us assistance In the recent illness au*l
death of our beloved mother.
mks. Alpharetta Smith.
Mrs Lena IUskkll.
Mks KaTELLA GoULD.
Mm Ai’Die Huhtoom.
Mrs. Annie •Jokes,
almon Hamden.
David Harden.

Total,
Surplus over all liabilities.

*242.872 2*
442.793 70

Total liabilities and surplus,
*685.666
GKO. H. BRANT CO., Agent*,
ELLSWORTH. ME.
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NOTICE.
authority for the State

To official
of Maine,
county of Hancock, totrnthip* of La nurine,
Hancock, Franklin and plantation .Vo. S.
three thousand acres in Cuniculo- I
cus Park have been burned to glacial
deposits, clay strata or rock bottom. I demand exemption from taxes on this Austin
property for one hundred years.
Maby C. Fbktz Austin,
i

OVER

1

X

I

Established 1*4.'.

{laces.!
?

i4*

For the next week or two we are going to •
make a leader of our laces, ami it will T
you to look at them before
4» elsewhere
They art* a new] lot aud the #
*
price is as low. if not lower than any other
store in the city. Prominent among tln-ui T

J
i!b»y

ttta&fe*
CAPABLE girl or woman to do general
housework in s small family. Address,
Mbs. L. A. Emkby, Ellsworth.

V
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Ellaiwortii- niner

St..

paying

Sprcial Nature.
CARD OF THANK8./WWV

--___________
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Main

on
\ir-ATCH
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RE-ASSIGNMENTS.

DO

j

ARM of the late Calvin Coggins, situated
in the village of I*araotne
Good mowing field of about ten acres, also wood lot and
pasture. Has shore privilege, with plenty of
mussel-bed.
Apply to Frank L. Hodokiss,
Lamoine.

Thursdav. March 12.
Act to abolish the office of Superintendent
of Schools Committee in c■ rtain towns.
Act to chauge the corporate name of Maine
Wesleyan Seminary and Female College to
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and College.
Resolve in aid of St. Joseph's Academy,
Wallagrass. Me.
Act to amend section 129 of chapter 11 of the
revised s.states, relating to the term of office
of superintendent of schools.
Resolve in favor of the town of Jackson.
R. E. Randall, Sec.

not trespass in Cuniculocus Park.
1
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State o'f
the United State* of America.
Maby C. Fbktz Austin.
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floor and
State street, until

on

recently occupied by the Htncock fount?
Publishing Co. Inquire of Joan B. Reomaji
agent, in the taiuc building.

Urgal Xcticrs.

express disapprobation in polite

but forcible terms than tbe senior

lector.

Lawrence Emery was elected chief of
fire department.
Tbe meeting then adjourned till 9 30
this morning.

tbe Senate

and

Q. A. Parcher, 11 Main street.
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of the senior year,
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afternoon than do cape and gowns,
were high school scholars entitled to

bow to

The contest for member of school board

voted that the

one of Hancock
old ladles, who lives with
her son, George W. Small, at North Peer
Isle, has made a quilt this winter composed of 3 024 pieces, besides doing more
Mrs. Bryant is
or less light house work.

Bryant,

Sarah

Mrs.
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llow Senator Hale Rebukes.

resulted

tbe

class-meeting*,
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class at the
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1
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poor. Ansel B. Leland was unanimously
elected road commissioner tor eastern
part of the town.
The ballot for road commissioner for
western part of the town resulted in tbe
election of E. H. Higgins.

last

in the

fresh

matter, probably

delicate

over

or a

seldom spoken of elsewhere to bring it to
the notice of the class, but 1 do not believe
that any boy or girl, sitting there among
the flowers, looking down into the faces
of admiring friends, would be so radiantly happy if he or she knew the secret
of John or Mary dropping out of the

255
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school”,
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Clevert G. Hamor had.
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Among the incidents exemplifying this
Mr. Hamor was declared elected.
Mr.
trait, a friend of his relates that, one day,
Scotchman approached a ; Hamor bas been on tbe hoard two years
as the great
as
selectman.
third
While not the labor
street crossing, be suddenly stopped, and
stooping down, picked something out union’s candidate, be belongs to tbe
and
drew
most
of
Carter’s
of the mud, at the risk of being run over union,
when tbe latter withdrew.
oy one of the many carriages in the street. strength
On motion of Dr. Robert Araory it was
Brushing off the mud with his hands, he
voted to proceed to election by ballot of
placed the substance on a clean spot on
three assessors for the ensuing year. The
the curbstone.
“That,” said be, in a tone which his following tickets were announced: The
board of selectmen—B. 3. Higgins, Martin
friend says was as sweet aud in words as
beautiful as he ever heard, “is only a crast L. Lord, Calvert G. Hamor—Dr. Robert
of bread. Yet I was taught by my mother Araory, E. T. Hamor, C. B. Pineo.
never

a

gown.
It is

of it

one

audience who

began Messrs. McFarland, Conners and
The result of tbe
Carter withdrew.

saver.

afford

even

Whole number of votes cast.... 560
Necessary for a choice. 281
A V. Wilson had.
(0
Wellington McFarland had. 58
M.
Conners
had.
77
Harry
Fred Carter had. 86
F. E. Walls had.133
Calvert G. Hamor had.196
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precious for
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is

mer
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o’clock.

school education

been

for A.

once

required a sacrifice on the part of
hard-working father or mother.
That is the shame of it; that is the blot
If a high
on our brilliant graduations.
uation
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cures anemia from
whatever
weakness and nervousness.
Peptiron is made in two forms: In • liquidan aromatic cordial elixir—at tl per
bottle
also in chocolate-coated pills at 50r. 0r n
C.
I.
HOOD
CO., proprieton
per box. By
Hood's Sarsaparilla. Lowell. Mass., p. S. A.
Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
cause,

the

It is the day of days, the climax of
four years of hard work, and the wellfilled hall, the muslo, the flowers, the
pretty gowns all add to the spirit of tbe
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color;

successful realization.

public
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with
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welcoming
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hearty burst of applause for tbe succe*sful
speaker, or a quiver of sympathy for him
who falters in the delivery of his essay.
but

ates.

you

derive the most

is

music, which on many occareason enough for coming,

bear tbe

mitncu’

rod-

good

sions would be

or

v*

Martin L. Lord was declared elected.
Mr. Lord was the candidate of the labor
unions. He is president of the carpen-

smallest

Carlyle, whose early struggles with “those
| twin gaolers of the human soul, low birth
aud an iron fortune”, early taught him
j the value of economy, was a determined

It

to discon-

Whole numtier of votes cast-...
Necessary for a choice.
Martin L Lord had.
Alonzo Higgins had
D W McKay had.

as

outgoings of his household, determined
to avoid every bit of needless waste.

to

What a “tirrevating” there was in
The voters of that ward
ward 2!
must have been economical with their
votes—or was it “parsimony” on

at

the result of the ballot

when

three

28.

motion

of the check list

began

lectman

it is necessary to economize, it is better to
look after petty savings than to descend

Alderman-elect Austin has always 4,000
been known as good at “Aggers”. But
his friends in ward 5 looked a little
he
when
doubtful last Saturday
figured out that his majority would be

use

A

The second day’s session of the meeting
began at 9 30 o’clock with a large crowd
on band.
The balloting for second se-

the

places

two selectmen

the moderator announced that tbe

off

some

Prophecy.

Republican majority for mayor,
Ditto for alderman, ward 1,

down.

tinue the

waste, and hare looked
after their own expenditures, says

or

FULFILLMENT.

remaining

out of order.

foes of

is to the soul.

I feel satisfied that the gentlemen
who will sic around this table with me
during the ensuing year will be
practically of the same complexion
board.—Alderman
as
the present
Stuart, of ward 2, at love feast Feb. 3.

on

by the Australian ballot.

voted

Lawrence.

little
derive
hungry dog,
sparrows,
nourishment from that bit of bread.”

date. business-like administration.

grocery and hardMain street.
He has

the board

on

be elected
was

defeat,”

run

large

for the election of

watched

the work to be done is not easy.

for and expect

of

the miser.

experience and of
such standing in the community as to
warrant the assurance that they will
supplement the mayor in every way.
The responsibility is a serious one;

courage is not lacking, and

trailed

never

spendthrift in the same circle
satisLord Bacon held

middle life, wide

bright,'

of

Mr.
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For jnany years he

men.
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motion that the

the American.

sworn

cessfully guide our municipality
Vj»ot difficult to believe.

the outlook is

and
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that

ca,” said

and in a business way,* has been pro
j
nonneed: that he can and will suc- <
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h—1 from the stars and

friend and foe.
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j

landslide.

of selectmen a number of years, several times as chairman.
In order to save time, at the close of the
second ballot Dr. Robert Amory made a
served

At 11
to

stars and bars

better op-

closely

the

ramping, roaring lion
Great Britian, that picked the feathers
the cock of France, clipped the wings
the eagle of Turkey, pulled down the

of

record for itself,

and its work will be

said

business

ware

a

healthy,
dy blood; and

the year in Ellsworth.
There is no other occasion which fills Hancock hall with such a representative gathering of citizens.
And bow easy It is to see that the people
have not come out of mere curiosity nor
to

pleasurcsoflife. Youneedi

uent of
can

!

unequal to th»

the greatest blood tonic and
itself a natural constit-

letter” days of

expense of an
elaborate graduation does not fall heavily

of Bar Harbor’s most

one

has conducted

“Here’s to the

factorily handled.
The party

Russia

of

pulled down,”

never

“Here’s

municipal problems sharply
majority of the voters have William

said the democrats have not

portunity

were

with

which the

the

is

cessful business

Russian.

smoke of battle is cleared away, the

republicans

picked,”

never

were

said

Frenchman.

stand or fall

fronted

toast

treat from the rest.

a

Rising, the Turk said: “Here’s to the
eagle of Turkey, whose wings were never

they were willing to
by it.
The challenge was promptly accepted by the republicans; a ticket
was nominated the personnel of which
was perceived to be in many respects
the equal and in most respects the
The
superior of their opponent*
sides
on
both
was
conducted
fight
with consummate political skill, and
the republicans won handsomely.
The fight is over, and when the
freely

best

offering the

one

would have

the voters for continuance in office on
the strength of

the

that

our

They appealed

Higgins

Toaster.”
A Frenchman, a Turk, a Russian, an
Englishman and an American were all
boarding at a restaurant in San Francisco.
During dinner one day it was decided

years the entire board is of the same

years

thing tu the nature of

“1 he Best

political complexion.
was a
party fight, pure and
simple. The challenge was presented
by the democrats, after three consecutive

Hon.

Libby, of Mechanic Falls, and
Bertram L. Smith, of Patten.

re-

a

alderman from every ward,

duties or

graduations^

of

municipal
on some member.
Every teacher can tell
Scattering
last Monday resulted in a complete
of bright boys and girls who have actJohn E Bunker, jr.
B s Higgins
C30
ually left school because tbelr parents
and overwhelming victory for the reB. S. Higgins was declared elected first could not bear the expense of the gradupublicans. Dr. A. C. Hagerthy was elected to tbe Maine Senate in 1899, and selectman. The meeting was then ad- ation, but no one can tell of the heartelected mayor by a plurality of 230 again in 1901, serving as president of that journed to 9 30 Tuesday morning.
aches of those who push on realizing that
his second term.
The large majority given to Mr. Higgins they are tailing behind the standard set
over the most popular candidate the body during
Fred
I.
was a surprise to most people.
candidates are Hon.
Those who up by their more prosperous classmates, or
Other
democrats could produce.
Campbell, of Cherryfield; Hon. Jesse M. expected him to win did not look for any- worse still, that the money for tbeir gradThe

Women

The annual graduation day of the high
school has come to be one of the “red

a

826
414
3
293

.PaieTlsSSi
-becoming^

Graduations.

on

the

the election of the

lost.

was

A

Suggestions

To the Editor:
Ellsworth, Mf., Feb. 24,1903.
The comments of tbe Kennebec Journal
on caps and gowns in tbe Ellsworth high
school. The American’s reply, and the
interview with Superintendent Stuart, all
of which appeared In last week’s American, suggest a few thoughts on the sub-

fident of a brilliant future.
And in those happy faces
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362

cast....

whereby

the check list in

use

Hamlin.

Election.
election in Ellsworth

and the result

Elihu T. Hamor had.
John E- Bunker, jr., had.
B. S. Higgins had....

Colby

from

closed,

were

follows:

Whole number of

university in 1879, and Boston law school
He has been engaged in the
in 1882.
practice of law in Ellsworth since 1883
He is a member of tbe firm of Hale &

m.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 4, 1903.
V

was

polls

before

Necessary for a choice..
Scattering.
W. B. Illggins had.......

His

Col. Hamlin

tor balloting

be dosed

o'clock.

after the

friends urge his candidacy on tbe
of bis high professional standing,
and tbe record be nas made as a public
official.

the

10

ground

• MOON'S PHASES.

that

first selectman

worth.

1

not

announced

for

For Attorney-General.
Among tbe candidates for attorneygeneral, to be elected by tbe next legislature is Col. Haunibal E. Hamlin, of Ells-

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29130 31

moderator

was as

20 21

not

of the

lectmen.

“We have met the enemy and we
are”—no, he is ourn, this time.

TTTTTTT

on

the

Blon E. Whitney was elected moderator
and W. H. Sherman town clerk.
Article 4.
“To choose selectmen and
assessors for the ensuing year.”
On motion of Dr. Robert Amory it was voted
that article 4 be changed so as to read:
“To choose selectmen for the ensuing
year.” It was voted that the check list
should be used in the election of the se-

in the new

1903

been

read the warrant.

*

spite of his overwhelming defeat,
Mayor Greely will take with him to
private life the esteem and good will
of all his fellow-citizens, regardless

Business communications should be addressed
to The
Ella
Publishing Co.,

has

first day
meeting.
At 10 o’clock the meeting was called to
order by Town-Clerk W. H. Sherman, who
elected

In

Hancock county
worth, Maine.

of selectmen

whole board

five times.

publicans

to, and all money orders made payable

J5 J6J7J8J9

Bah Harbor, March 5 (special)-^Eden’s
annual meeting began at 10 o’clock Mon-

Mr. Postmaster, do not fall
To send this onward by next mall.
Deface the stamp and let 'cr rip
To ward one's alderman, Orrln Tripp.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

MARCH

through

came

yesterday addressed

AT

1903

letter

A

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

tbe

Surprises.

some

atifctrtiMmmtg.

Corrrsponficncf.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

that put the past, present,
but not future alderman “out side the

their

<£l)c <£llsu)ortl) American.
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w are «>ur

.SHERIFF'S SALK.
VIRTUE of an

execution issued from
BY theMaine,
supreme judicial
for Hancock

I

Valenciennes laces
In sets and All-

::

OF

FORECLOSURE.
■\ITHEREAS Islinda E. Gray and George
A. Gray, of Burry, Hancock
ff
county,
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated December third, a. d. 1897, conveyed to me certain
lots or parcels of laud situated in said Surry,
bounded and described as follows.
First:
The homestead of Vinal R Cunningham, late
of Surry, deceased, containing three acres
more or less, with the buildings
thereon.
Second: Another lot containing thirty acres
more or less, it being a part of lot No.
?; and
third: The southeasterly half of lot No. 8
known as the Cove lot. containing
thirty acres
more or less; and whereas the aondittons of
said mortgage have been broken, I claim a
foreclosure of the same.
Emklink Cunningham.
March 2, 1903.

going;!

i
j

;•over laces_♦
b
X
|la<V I?U V Another leader
I hosit-ry. We could nut X
have
to
tell you what a hue line we
begin
—the only thing to do is to iusjtet t it.
X
‘";r

0

J
;;--i
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*
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HAMBritHS:^ru:r
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closing out at 10c per yard.

a

LADIES NIGHT ROBES

::

court

county,

rendered at
in favor of S.

judgment of said court
the January term thereof 1903
on

A.

a

and J. H. True Co

a

corpo-

ration, as plaintiff, and Harold A. Orinale. of
Brooklin, Maine, as defendant, for the sum of
*271.17 debt, and *10.37 costa of suit, with 15
cents more for said writ of
execution, I have
seized

and taken, as the property of the said
defendant, Harold A. Grlndle. the following
described real estate, viz
A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in
Brooklin, Hancock county. Maine, called and
known as one half of the Hooper
lot, socalled, bounded and described as follows to
wit: On the south by land of I. F. Bachelder
and heirs of Elisha Alien: on the west by
fceirsol F. A. Allen; on the north by land of
Webster P. McFarland; on the east
by land of
heirs of Azor Cole, containing twelve and onehalf acres more or less, and being the same
real estate described as conveyed to the said
Harold A. Grlndle by Gabriella A. Grindle bv
her deed, dated
July 24. 1889. and recorded in
book 243. pags 423 of the
registry of deeds for
Hancock county. Maine, together also with
all the right, title and interest which the said
Harold A. Grindle had in and to said real
estate on the
twenty-third day of April, 1902
at seven hours and fifteen minutes
in the
afternoon, the time when the same was
attached on the writ in the action in
which
said judgment was rendered and said execution issued.
And on the fourth day of April, a. d.
1903, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the office of a
W King, in Ellsworth. Hancock
1 shall sell, by public auction, to satisfy said
execution and judgment and the coats of said
88me sh8H
otherwise
satisfied before the time of said sale, saidfully
real
estate above described and all the
interest
right and title that the said execution debtor
has in such real estate at the time the same
is
seized as aforesaid, or had on the
twemy-third
day of April, 1902, at seven hours and fifteen
minutes in the afternoon, the time
when the
same was attached on the
original writ, in and
to said real estate.
Dated this 27th day of February a. d. 1908.
H. F. Whitcomb. Sherfl.
•

couSw Maine*.
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began to think about your T
Z
ami repairing. Just
Wall Papers before you go ahead 4*

It is time you

cleaning
; | spring
our
..

*

•-*5
♦
Dm For 60c we can!sell y°u
^ the best all-wool, yard- T
wide carpet ever shown 1q the city.
Abo
Rugs, Mattings aud oilcloths.

°

('ill

3*

£

1 >

■

Our new line of ginghams aud white a
goods for waistings is going fast. It is a ♦
handsome lot, up-to-date and stylish.
J

■

!\
<

The

\

leaders In

;; FANCY

ou

grocery

at 10c per

n

: WHITING
i •

department are

TOMATOES and

v

CORN?
*

can.

BROS.!

i ♦ i ♦ t»i»i»»• i

HANDSOME ROCKER
FREE !
With $A.OO order of Spire*
Soaps, Tea. Coffee and other
light Groceries. Also other
Premiums.

Home Supply Co., felt. A
AUGUSTA

MAINE

J

at

A CLEAN SWEEP!

the

head of which

experienced

were

and astute leaders.

This foe they prepared to meet, did
meet and utterly routed, outgeneralled it

| the

fiWjtrti'aniunta.

republicans, and elected Lather B.
Moore. The board is citizen.
Rockland republicans elected
Israel

Ellsworth Republicans Elect
Entire Ticket.
PARTY FOR THE DEMO-

CRATS—THEIR STRONG-

—Little
at every point, captured
and spiked every gun.

Following

the

Day

Democrats

—

eraled at Every Point —Vote Cast
One of the Largest Ever Cast

Outgen-

Is

Egypt.

every stronghold,

the vote

In

detail, with

MAYOB.

1

2
8
Ilagerthy, rep....194 162 1 06
Greely. dem.14) 104 46
Defective
12
4
3

in Ellsworth.

h

the most hotly-contented municipal
dectlon that Ellsworth baa seen for many

The aldermen elected are: ward 1, Orrln
W. Tripp; ward 2, Howard B.

last Monday swept
years, the republicans
candidate (or
the city, electing their

ward

ID

mayor by

returned

an

unprecedented

aldermen

republican

wards

by

ward

majority, Arthur W. Austin.
This

from the two former
increased

Moore;
3, John W. McCarthy, re-elected;
4, Howard H. Hooper; ward 5,
election

shows

striking

some

for

comparison:
Wardt.

was

VOTE

316

270

FbR

4
70
34
0

155

In ward 1 last year’s democratic

jority was 13;
majority is 66.

Dr. Alexander C. Hagerthy lethenewlydected mayor; his plurality la 230; an un

this

year’s

1902.

Defective.15

2
3
154 62
CO 70
3
..1

4
43
54
2
1

Whole

217

100

....

number,

287

..

133

5
121
48
3
3

523 165
358
11
20

175

be

pretty

sure

that

there

is

‘"I cannot recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla
too highly as a spring medicine. When we
take it in the soring we all feel better through
the summer.” Mrs. S. H. Neal, McCrays, Pa.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla promises to
cure and keeps the promise.

for

the

cause

at

once.

ANNIE

ma-

as
are

with your work

or

your studies

during the

day, handicapped by loss of sleep and

2, last year’s democratic majority ot 97 was overcome, and the reJ

sequent

dullness

or

con-

disposition,

iuertia.

If you feel irritable and out of
up in the morning, and

getting

sorts,

endeared

on

and testified to the

anxiety
family affairs,

excessive
your

The floral offerings

system

from

she

seme

It may be worry or
about your business,
or some other matter.

ful

or

demoralized

by

physical dissipation, the whole
chinery of body and mind is thrown

Warda.

ALDERMEN.

1 Orrln W Tripp, rep.
Charles H Leland, dem..
2 Howard B Moore, rep.
George B Stuart, dem.
3 .John W McCarthy, rep.
Charles W Gerry, dem
4 Howard H Hooper, rep.
Emery Maddocks, dem.
5 Arthur W Austin, rep.
Edward E

Brady, dem.

194
139
154
112
106

55

Harry E Rowe, rep.
Fred E Morang, dem.
J H Hopkins, rep.
Gilmore L Wlswell, dem.
Levi W Bennett, rep.
George Garland, dem..
Eugene II Moore, rep.
Joseph II McGown, dem.
Fred L Kent, rep.
Isaac N Avery, dem.

The

out

59

2

THK

II.
3

“BANNER” WARD REDEEMED.

4

publican candidate
by
jority of -16.
In ward 3, last year’s republican majority of 7 was increased to 60.
In ward 4, iRst year’s republican majority

usually large one, and the more remarkable when it is recalled that his opponent,
Arthur W. Ureely, has been elected for

was

four consecutive term*—an honor never
before conferred since Ellsworth became

was

elected

a

ma-

5

repair.

B. E. Clark has been re-appointed judge
of Bar Harbor municipal court.

increased to 30.

In ward

jority was
republican

5, last year’s democratic maovercome, and the successful
bad

The vote cast

majority

a

was

2
3

of 28.

out of all

proportion

4

to that cast in recent elections. The total
! number of polls in Ellsworth is 1,373. On
Monday 1.125 votes were cast, against 900
at last September’s election; 912 at JRSt
spring’s election, 1,107 in 1901, 552 in 1900,
and

DIDN’T OKT

1,064

'88

169.

A 8MKLL

Mr. Ureely’a plurality laat year

1
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IN OTHER

Elections

W.

L.

give satisfaction

DOUGLASS

SHOES

ELITE

than

people

any

Are acknowledged bv all dealers
equal of any

to

Parker

194
135
163
104
107
44
67
36
132
108

59

twelve

59
63
31
24

fight, electing Cyrus

hot

a

IHl/f/iimiiinflrrmmHHifiiiftiiiiuHi/iaiiiiii
COULDN’T

other

W.

{fj

only

nine

GET THERE.

Nlcolln.

ts

Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELT.SWORTH
Wash’gton ,Jc.
Franklin Koad.
Hancock.

7
7
7

t7
\1
7
7
8
8

9

AM

00 10 00 4 55
05 10 O' 4 DO
12 10 12 6 05
34 tlO 84 (5 25
41 (10 42 (5 89
49 tio 60 5 40
69 tio 69 (5 50
11 11 13 8 05
18 11 18 8 05
80 11 27 6 18
38 11 87 8 25
46 11 45 8 34
49 11 43 0 38
66
11 55 8 45
20 ..
45 ..
20 12 45
7 30

7 p m.
tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
at

Tickets for All Points South and Watt
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tlekata
before entering the train, and especially Ills*
on

worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t«
Portland. Maine.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert Division.

Excel,

not

Steamers leave Bar Harbor (weather and lot

permitting) Mondays and Thursdays at 8 a m,
tor Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
H irbor and Sionlngton, and connecting at Rock*
land with

steamer

for Boston.

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p m.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
at about 5 a in.
E. S. J.

Gen’l

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Mgr., 368 Atlantic ave., Boston.

Rowland, BlneMll & Elsworth SteauM Co.

Undersell.

BLUE HILL LINE.
WINTER SCHEDULE 1902-3.
Commencing Wtdnesday, Dec. 3.
Steamer "Juliette” will leave Rockland Wednesday, Dec. 8, and thereafter through the winter season, every Wednesday
and Saturday,
upon arrival of nteamer from Boston for Dark
Harbor, [Little Deer Isle, tSouth Brooksvllle,
Sargentville, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Brooklln,
South Bluehlll, Bluehlll and [Surry.
RETURNING.
Will leave Surry at 6.30 o’clock every Monday
and Thursday, making above landings and connecting at Rockland wl h steamer for Boston.
tLand Saturdays going east, and Mondays re-

turning.
[Land Wednesdays going east, and Thursdays returning.
t While the bay rem Ins frozen, Bluehlll will
be terminus Instread of Surry.

Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except in evt nt of unavoidable causes
of delay to Its steamers.
No stage between Ellsworth and Surry during
the winter.

O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 8, 190:4.

no you

EAT HONEY?
If not,

try

The

To read your sign people must
go

some

COMB HONEY in

this winter.

pound Sections

Per iloz. Xo.l, $2.25; No. 2, $2.

EXTRACTED—
Iloney thrown out of combs by
centrifugal force -simply pure
honey—10 lbs. $1.35. Half-pint
tumblers, $1.62 per doz.
F. O. Ji. at Franklin Road.

A. R. AUSTIN,
NORTH

—

Only

HANCOCK, ME.

For smaller amounts see C. J. Smith, Egypt,
or E. Graves, No. Hancock, Me. [Agents.]

to it.

Send your sign to the people by
an American want ad.
American want ads bring homes to

COUNTY

using

thehomeless;

rent properties and
satisfaction to buyer and seller.

bring

FOR

MORE WARDS TO

CONQUER.

no
(our o( seven wards with
(or alderman in ward (our.
Owing to the large socialist vote in
Auburn there was no choice (or mayor.
In Saco the democrats and citizens (or
the second time succeeded in deleatlug

carried
choice

^♦0404O*0^0*O*O*O4O#O40#CJ
EDWIN M. MOORE,
2

Paper.

American want ads get anything
you want, or sell anything you have
to sell.
LOOKING

|

8

12 40

•Daily Sundays Included Boston to Ellsworth
and Washington County R R, but Sunday leaves

*

8

g

(8

Mt. DesertFerry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAB HARBOR.

atrijrrtisrmenta.

can

Co.

6
8
8
t8

Boston, Feb 21, Mrs Emily
W Battis, formerly of Tremont, aged 02 years,
2 months, 21 days.
DONOVAN—At Ellsworth, Feb 26. Miss Annie
E Donovan, aged 18 years, 1 mouth, 16 days.
GRINDLE—At Bluehlll, Feb 24, Mrs Victoria R
Grlndle, aged 59 years, 8 months, » days.
LOOK—At Boston, March 1. Herbert l.ook.jr,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 19 years, 3 months,
11 days.
SNOW—At West Sedgwick, Feb 23, Mrs Almira
M Snow, aged 08 years, 3 days.

^ %L

mayor

8

Clothing

AM

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex St.

BaTTIS—At East

''dfottUauf

elected William
by the close margin of
majority. The republicans

republicans

§

and

9 00
P M

DIED.

f/awjfiru

E. Davis

8
goods

to

out in

mayor and four of seven aldermen. The
vote was the largest in the history of the

Skelton

QUITE

2llJtirtttsnntnt0.

Monday.
won

10 45

AM

adopted

BORN.

CITIES.

in

school

BRIDGES—At North Hancock, Feb 23, to Mr
and Mrs George B Bridges, a daughter.
CARTER—At Sedgwick, Feb 23, to Mr and Mrs
Edwin Carter, a daughter.
HALL—At Eden, Feb 17, to Mr and Mrs George
H Hall, a son.
JACKSON—At Tremont, Jan 31, to Mr and Mrs
Ezekiel Jackson, a son.
LIJRVEY—At Tremont, Feb 22, to Mr and Mrs
Walter E Lurvey, a son.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Feb 28, to Mr and Mrs
Buford Leach, a daughter.
RICE—At Birch Harbor, Feb 25, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Rice, a son.
SNOW'—At Bluehlll, Feb 24, to Mr and Mrs
Forest B Snow, a son.
STAN LEY—At Seawall. Feb 28, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Stanley, a daughter.
TRACY—At Sullivan, Feb 2, to Mr and Mrs
Edward Tracy, a daughter.
TRACY —At Winter Harbor, Feb 28, to Mr and
Mrs C B Tracy, a boh.
YOUNG—At Portsmouth, N IT, Feb 22, to Mr
and Mrs Harry C Young, a son.

24

he the

$3.50

W. R.

31

g

SHOES

Shoe sold.
We want your trade in these
guarantee you satisfaction.

held

high

of the

63

67
36
132
108

Portland.

Walsh

44

I

$3.00
This Shoe is sold to more
shoe in the market to-day.

MAINE

In Waterville the democrats

Lewiston

$2.00
|

were

Maiue cities

B.

to

59

city.

SHOES

pair WARRANTED

24

_

to-day.

FRANKLIN

every

Clifton Woodward, rep.
ChaTles Sargent, dem
Howard F Whitcomb, rep.
Moses 1 Mayo, dem.
William II Brown, rep.
G P Dunham, dem.
William E Riehardeon rep.
Frank 51 Maddocks, dem.
Dorephus L Fields, rep.
Timothy Donovan, dem.

.ooooooOO©0OO00OOOO0OCfcO OOOC

We sell three of the best lines of SHOES
the market

3

The

that

DON’T FORGET
on

2

republican managers were
they had a well-trained, well
disciplined, highly-organized foe to meet.

aware

Hbbirtieemnitg.

j

1

in 1899.

Mrs. E. J.

Be ambitious to put tne stamp of supethe impress of your manhood on
Let an
your work, whatever it may be.
honest individual be your trade-mark so
that there will be a demand for the product of your labor without forcing the
market.
Spending one’s best energies in devising
schemes to get ahead of others is not
half as effective, even supposing it were
right or justifiable, as the creation of a
demand for your labor or merchandise by
the superior quality of your methods and
material.—Success.

44

59

4 96
7 25

riority,

63

194
135
163
104
107

pupils

Try

CONSTABLES.

The republican victory is decisive and
complete. The campaign, although sharp,
was brilliantly conducted from start to
finish.

cjty-

5

Frank E Tilden, rep.
Charles W Mason, dem.
John F Royal, rep.
Frank T Doyle, dem.
Ira B Hagan, jr., r*ip.
Charles H Leslie, dem.
Asa W Maddocks, rep.
Herbert E Patten, dem.
Charles E Alexander, rep.
Fred P Haynes, dem.

The

Saturday mornchurch, Rev. J. D.

in the Ellsworth American.
Lkroy Sweeney,
Howard Rollins,
Committee on resolutions.

WARD CLERKS.

1

A II

1 30
5 57:

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

59

31

A ■

0*
07
1*
90
40
47
69
06
14
29
80
50
67
00

beautiful

Whereat, It lias pleased the Supreme Ruler of
the universe to remove from the Ellsworth high
school our Bchoolmate, Annie Elizabeth Donovan, whose death we so deeply regret, and
Whereat, we desire to express our grief at
the loss of one so respected and esteemed by
the school, now, therefore, be it
Resolved, that in the death of Miss Donovan,
the high school has met with an irreparable loss.
That while we are deeply grieved, we accept
the will of Him who “doeth all things well”.
That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the
sorrowing relatives.
That these resolutions be placed on record, a
copy sent to the family, and they be published

28

67
36
132
108

9

6 02 9
5 00
9
6 14 9
( 5 28 9
8 30
9
5 30 9
6 50(10
5 69 10
to 07 (10
(8 15 (10
6 85 10
8 42 10
8 45 11

the following
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194
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104
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and

held

officiating.

4 66

general

classmates.

her

were

K

ma-

wardens.

1

from

P

Miss Donovan’s relatives have the sym-

46

30

was a

very

|

25|..
ooi......
261..

pathy of all in their sad bereavement.

46

67
37
132
104

*7 40

pall bearers were
John and David
Linnehan and Stephen Donovan.

No defective machine can turn out good
work, and the longer one tries to use it,
while some serious obstacle is clogging the
wheels, the greater will be the damage It
suffers, and the more difficult to put it
in proper

were

manner

teachers

she

M

3
4
4

PM

Boston.

The
sang two solos.
four cousins, Francis,

of order.

HILL.

piece

ing at the Catholic

mental

or

held.

O’Brien

Whatever
it,
You cannot do good work if the neris shattered. If the nerve
vous Bystem
centres
are
systematically robbed of
nourishment

was

gentle

her

P

....

high esteem in which
Among them was a beauti-

funeral services

the cause, you must find and
or allow it to wreck your life.

remove

BRIDGE

to

thing seriously wrong in your

proceed

the late Daniel

her

whom

favorite.

The bad effects may
mental disturbance.

WARD V.

herself

posed to be fractious and fretful ail day,
can be no doubt that there is some-

there

AS IT LOOKS ON

by

and

schoolmates, with

dis-

are

of

Catherine Donovan, died at the
home of her aunt, Mrs. Michael Linneban, on Grant 9treet, last Thursday afternoon, in the nineteenth year of her age.
Miss Donovan bad been ill only a few
weeks, and the end coming so suddenly
was a shock to her relatives and
friends.
She was a member of the Ellsworth high
school, class of 1903, and would have
graduated in June.
Miss Donovan was a girl of pleasing

burning both ends of your candle, sitting
up late at night, going to parties or theatres every evening, and trying to keep up

republican

DONOVAN.

J. and

Perhaps

you

E.

E., daughter

Annie

you have been smoking too many cigarettes or cigars.
Few things exhaust

rapidly

HARBOR.|

Waukeag,8.Fy.

OBITUARY.

some

enemy at work in your system, that your
energy is being exhausted in some way,
and that your vitality is at a low ebb.
Look

BAH UAKBOB TO BANGOR.

(AM |
BAR
10 80
Sorrento.
Sullivan
.:
Mt Desert Ferry.
11 20
Waukeag, S. Fy. 11 20
Hancock. m 29
Franklin Koad .Ill) 17
Wanli’gton.Jc. 11 49
ELLSWORTH
11 5«
Ellsworth Falla.(12 01
Nlcoltn. (12 15
Green Lake
fl2 24
Lake House. fl2 32
Holden. (12 40
Brewer .June.
1 00
Bangor, Ex.St. 1 07
1 10
BANGOR, M. O.
P. M. j
Portland.
6 85
BoBton.
9 06

BANQOB TO BAB HABBOR.

Are the medicines to take—they do
the work thoroughly and agreeably
and never fail to do it.
Hood’s are the medicines you
have always heard recommended.

Signs of Depleted Eugergy.
1^you are disposed to find fault, to
grumble at everything about you; If little things irritate you; if trifles upset
you; if you go to pieces, so to speak, when
anything goes wrong in your business,
says Dr. Marden in January Success, you

energy or lower vitality so
excessive
smoking. Perhaps

912

In ward

WARD

a

Commencing Ort. 13, 1902.

and Pills

councilmen.
Out of the twelve elections held Monday
nine of them were republican, one democrat, one citizen, and the third, Auburn,
made no choice for mayor.

may

250 1125

1C4

MAYOR IN

Ward*.
1
Greely, dem.113
Crabtree, rep ....126
3
Burnham, lnd

5 Tot. Plu.
181 683 230
109 483
10
29

majorities, changes.

their opponents by
ind wrested
Jecislre majorities the three wards that
bare been so long democratic.
from

There is

mayor.

and three

At the battle of the Nile
I was there all the while.

the vote for mayor last year given

Excitement Intense Throughout

as

Sarsaparilla

WARD I.

HOLDS CARRIED.

Jlpril May

best time for doing
South Portland
republicans elected everything—that is, a time when a
George T. Spear mayor, with four out of thing can be done to the best adlive of Its aldermen.
vantage, most easily and most efWestbrook republicans were victorious
fectively. Now is the best time
by 6i majority, re-electing Joseph A. for
purifying your blood. Why?
Warren, and carried four of the five wards
Because your system is now trying
and three aldermen at large.
Hallowell republicans elected J. W. to purify it—you know this by the
Fuller and a full board of aldermen with- pimples and other eruptions that
have come on your face and body.
out opposition.
Gardiner republicans had no opposition.
Hood's
The only contest was in ward 1, the independent republicans electing the aldermen
Hyde

*uamooa;»

March

Snow mayor and all of its aldermen.
Eastport has a citizen mayor but

the
republicans control the city government.
The straight
republican ticket was
elected in Bath, Including Edward W.

A SURPRISE

tkailiosoa anp

4

dealer In all kinds of

J Fresh,
2

salt.

a

Smoked and Dry

FISH.

q

f

£

Z

/a

THE AflERICAN.

Thousands of people in Hancock
read The American
want
column every week.
If your want ad is not there
they
are not reading it.

County

Subscribe

Haddock, Halibut, Bluetts*-. 2
X
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Beal lops
4
Lobsters aud Finnan Baddies.

Cod,

Campbell ft True Bide., East End Brtdfre. %

Subscribe

for The American.

I

For It.

ELLSWORTH,

•0*0*0*0*0*0*0

MR.

vr!

THE

COUNTY NEWS.

kas subscribers at 106

American

•f the 116 post offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. TUB AMER-

ten,

nee

period,”

other pagen

FRANKLIN.
business Saturday.
Miss Uia Gordon visited
Charleston last week.

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it ie the only paper that can propbe called a County paper; all the

erly

George A. Martin

was

K.

2.
-jp—

on

Daughter”.
Hayward

the Miner’s

rteeiding-Elder

Calais to

up from

rehearsing "Dot,

The dramatic club is

at

held

an

merely local papers. The circulaThe
AMERICAN, barring the Bar
tion of
Her bar Record’s summer list, is larger

Interesting service at the hall Wednesday
spend Wednesday with his family.
evening.
Tuesday evening Mrs. WTill Card slipped
Mrs. Samuel Havey and her daughter
on the ice and broke her right wrist.

than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

u

rest

at e

week.

Uiditicmal Counts Seteesee other page,
SURRY.

on

a

many friends of Gilbert Simpson
will regret to learn that he has failed rapThe

Martin is spending a few
George
days with Miss Tillie Martin at Bar
Harbor.

idly

past

within the

other

im

page*

PROSPECT HARBOR.
E. W. Cleaves was in Milbridge last
week, the guest of relatives.
Mrs. Julia Ash, of West Sullivan, is at
E. W. Cleaves’ for some time.

COAL
(COSTS A LOT)

Miss Mary Evans, of Sullivan, was here
one day last week calling upon friends.
Miss Nellie Noonan has returned from

MAKES

Boston, where she has been since September, with her grandmother, Mrs. E. W.

few weeks.

1902
Mrs. Crane and Miss Nettie Crane, of
Sorry has had its town reports for
Mrs. Belle Googins, of West Sullivan,
Buck’s Harbor, are spending several
printed.
spent several days with Mrs. H. P. Blais- weeks with Fred Crane and wife.
Roy Treworgy went to Rockland Thurs- dell recently.
John Taft, of Campello, 'Mass., came
day to continue his studies.
The observance of the fiftieth anniverto attend the funerll of his
Fred Warren went to Bangor Saturday sary of the Methodist cHurch dedication here Sunday
uncle, George Taft, of West Gouldsboro.
for treatment at the hospital.
occurs next Friday.
Fred Patten and Mrs. Patten left fbis
Asa T. Grant, wife and child, are visitwith her
Mrs. Sherman Downing is
for Michigan, where Mr. Patten
Mrs. sisters here for a short
time, on her way morning
ing Mrs. Grant’s parents, Mr. and
will spend the season as usual superinC. P. Anderson.
home from Augusta.
tending a lumbering crew. The neighSeveral members of Surry lodge A. O. U.
Miss Thompson, the evangelist, will help
bors are sorry to lose them.
W. and their wives went to East Bluehill in a series of meetings here. She may
People hereabouts are much Interested
there.
the
visit
to
lodge
of
week.
arrive
the
last
the
Friday night
in the settlement of the multi-millionaire
held
quarterly
Miss Josie Hawkins, of Sullivan Harbor, W. H. Bradley’s property, as the first Mrs.
Presiding Elder Hayward
conference Friday afternoon in the Meth- and Miss Julia Guptill, of Gouldsboro, are Bradley was a Miss Donnell, of Franklin,
Bluehill
East
He went to
odist vesiry.
geests of Mrs. Addle Dunn this week.
sister of William Donnell, late of Sorand held services in the evening.
,
and
Pastor
Petersen
congregation rento, and by a will found after Mr. BradThe Btorm and high wind Saturday accepted the invitation of the Baptist ! ley’s death the bulk of his property was
caused about twenty-flve smelt tents on society and occupied their church Sabbath left to bis first wife and adopted son,
which will bring large sums of money
the bay to break away and fetch up on afternoon.
heirs living in Hancock
the lee shore. Some were badly broken.
The sudden death of George F. Taft, of to Mrs. Bradley’s
Mrs. C. S. Hagerthy’s private school West Gouldsboro, last Thursday, was sad county.
March 2.
scholars and invited friends partook of a news to a host of friends. He was the
fine supper and enjoyed a social time last of the family of the late Col. Francis
MCKINLEY.
together at A. O. U. W. hall Wednesday and Mrs. Betsey Johnson Taft. The wife
Tbe canning of clams at tbe Underwood
evening.
is left alone at the old house, which is a
Tbe can*
Mrs. Hagertby closed her private school landmark, and has ever been one of the factory will soon commence.
Mrs. Hagerthy and restful, pleasant homes, where hospitality makers are already at work.
Friday atternoon.
Austin G. Young, who bas been spendher pupils will give a public entertain- was freely dispensed. Mr. Taft was a man
ment at the Methodist church Wednesday of sterling character, and heartfelt syming a few months with relatives at Petit
pathy goes out to the bereaved widow from Menan light-bouse, is borne.
evening.
Elwin D. Smith went to East Orland kindred and acquaintances in this and
Despite tbe inclement weather of Feb.
Sunday to be with his mother, Mrs. Mary other states.
18, tbe supper given by tbe ladiee’ aid soB.
March 2.
Patten, who is very low and not expected |
ciety at the borne of Mrs. Vesta Chaffey

AN

W. Colwell has sold his
“Lucretia” to S. A. Skillings, of
Portland, and has bought a sail smack for

Capt. George

rIT'S

steamer

his business.

EXPENSIVE

*

Mrs. Ernest Rice

NECESSITY.

daughter,

her

and

guests of Mrs. Free-

Miss

Virginia,

man

Davis, of Birch Harbor,

were

Tuesday

on

of last week.

home of her
at the
John Higgins, where she
has lived most of the time for the past three

live.

is

She

Buford Leach and wife
tbe birth of

four years.
March 2.

or

G.

Rev.

SARGENTVILLE.

church

Fred Cole, who has been 111 for some
time, is convalescent.
Capt. Jasper N. Sargent, who has been
quite ill the past week, is improving.

Leach

was one

eighty

For

quite

an

made

Mrs.
a

was

H. J. McNider has gone to Boston
weeks’ visit.

The Willing Workers had
ice-cream

Thursday

sale

afternoon and

MAKES

friends here of George W.

The

Taft,

many
of West

Gouldsboro,

saddened

were

to hear of bis sudden death the last

sympathy

Much

week.

IT’S ALSO A

of the

expressed

is

The Old Folks’ ball of Feb. 23 was a ;
social success, and the supper was one to
please the most fastidious. Miss Grace
Moore, who made all the arrangements,
and carried them out with characteristic
energy, deserves much credit. The proceeds are to be used to repaint the interior
of Columbus hall.

Duncan McVicar snd wife have vacated
the house owned by Adelbert Kelley, aud
moved to Franklin.
hus-

visiting
William Haslam’s.
her

Perley

Young

called here

by

The affair

Mrs.

returned to their home in

Mr.

wife

EAST

and

over

was a

j

Miss

a. m.

who had

succes", and the
reason to

while

D. Leach
Orland, and

Miss Grace
school at

closed

has
is

her

teaching

in

confined

Leach, of Bluehill, has
the guest of Mrs. Dora A. Leach the

Miss Addie A.
been

Blue-

to

Dunbar

cut

George

the

A.

Grindle entertained

pany of young
one

of

his

people at

his home

a

com-

Thurs-

day evening.

horses

A large

yardlog log*.

delegation

from Castine

enjoyed.

M.

L.

March 2.
—

PR AN KLIN

ROAD.

SULLIVAN.

Marshall is in Ashvilie with her
aunt, Mrs. Julia Tracy, for an extended
Bernice

|

|

Roy Smith,
ward

of

Rialto, Cai.,

one

rational

way to

treat

of

Ed-

Smith, and brother of Miss Ruth

The reading club met with Mrs. Annie
Noyes last Wednesday. The subject for

nasal

catarrh; the medicine is applied direct to the
affected membrane. The remedy is Ely's Cream
the Inflamed Masses to a
healthy state without drying all the life out of
them and it gives back the iJet senses of taste
The sufferer who Is tired of vain
and smell.
experiments should use Cream Baim
Drug*1«u ae!l It tor to eta. Kiy Brothers. K Wtrrea
Street, hew York, will sal) It.
ikdu.

ft

restore*

What’s In a Name?
Everything is in the name when it
comes
to Witch Hazel Salve. DeWitt’s
Salve has no equal. This has given rise to
Ask
counterfeits.
numerous worthless
Wioonr &
I for DeWitt’s—the genuine.

I

OO&E.

Miss

cases

of mumps

are

reported.

Eva Grose, of Bar Harbor, Is visit-

ing friends here.
Decatur S. and Lewis F. Gott, with their
wives, made a short visit here the 22d.
O. J. Joyce and wife are receiving congratulations; it is No. 12—a daughter.
Capt. William E. Gott and Robert D.
home from

Trask arrived

Stonington

the

Rev. A. P. Thompson held services here
23d

the

the afternoon

in

evening.

and

attending the E.
M. C. seminary this winter.

Mr.

has been

Thompson
H.

Charles
who

have

the 22d.

and Halsey Moore,
attending the E. M. C.

Harding

been

Bucksport,

at

They report

a

returned

home

flue time.
Chips.

Feb. 27.

Mr. Herrick, the
photographer,
stopping at B. P. Hodgkins'.
Mrs. Ueorge Jeiliaon, who has been

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

For Additional

Albert Ciosaon

Bayside,

were

forty

Lottie Tharlow

Miss

is

back

in

the

postoffice.
Fred E.

cake

which

done

on

lobster

repairs

some

his store.

fishermen will
traps next week.

set

out

Emery Eaton intends to open
New London, Conn.

their

has

rented

Tibbetts bouse of C.

a

a

grocery

part

of the

H. 8. Webb.

auditor's report*tbe
town has almost f3 000, to its credit.
Arthur Stafford and Fred Tliuriow, who
According to

v

Clifford Fullerton,
the guests of Woodbury
neigh-

our

have been aw*y to school, arrived home
Saturday.
Lyman Gray slipped and broke bis leg
while going home from the postoffice Saturday night.

W.

March 2.

were served,
home, after passing

March 2.

Abe.

NORTH HANCOCK.

are

many

cases

Willard commemorative meeting,
from Feb. 22, will take place, If
weather is favorable, Sunday
evening.
Methodist
March 8, probably
at
the

i

church.

D. L. and Sim Mayo

style of craft.

building

are

naphtha launch for their
jamiu Dolliver is also at

a

use.

own

work

fine

Ben*

upon the

Motor

engine power
in boats, wood saws, etc., is quite a fad at
Tremont.
smme

railway.

atibrrtisnnmtB.

Proverbs
butter

won’t
come
put a penny in the
churn,” is an old time dairy
proverb. It often seems to
the

work
told

though
why.

has

no one

When mothers

because the children do not
gain strength and flesh we
say give them Scott’s
sion.

Emul-

It is like the penny in the
it works and

milk because
because

there

astonishing

is

something

about it.

Scott’s Emulsion is
a

simply

milk of pure cod liver oil

with

hypophosphites
especially prepared for delicate
some

stomachs.

naturally
they like the taste
remedy takes just as

naturally
it is

children be-

to the
so

perfectly adapted

to their wants.

For all weak and

_______________

Fewer Gallon*; Wear* Longer.
Fewer gallons; takes less of Devoe Lead and
Zinc than mixed paints- Wears longer; twice
as long as lead and oil. Wioour A Moo«k.

is the

the

halls

days of sightseeing at
glance at the legislative
laws

are

capital,

pale

and

most

satisfactory

treat-

ment.
We will send you
the penny, /. e„, a
sample free.
Be sore that this picture ia
the form of a lab*) is on the
wrapper of every bottle ot
Emulsion you buy.

Mrs. Caroline Moore, who has spent the
past three months in Trenton, came from
there last week and will stay for a while
at the home of her brother, W'iUiam L.
is
Gilley, whose wife, “Aunt Hannah
still very lame and in need of help in
household affairs.
The illness of little Carrie Ralph, mentioned in last week’s items, became so
serious that it w*as deemed best to have
her taken to Bar Harbor for surgical
treatment. The hospital ambulance came
for her

Friday, and on Saturday morning an operation for appendicitis was
successfully
performed. The
many
friends of the little sufferer hope for a
speedy recovery.
on

March 2.

Spray.

409 Pearl St., N. Y.
50c. and

Thk Amkkjoav:

|i.oo

;

all

a

draggiata

life,

useful

extending

ever

a

band

It.
Jordan, who la in feeble health, has tbs
sympathy of many friends here.
March 2.
H.
NORTH BLUEH1LL.
OBITUARY.

The funeral ot the late Mrs. Victoria
Griudife, wife of John Grtndle, took place
Friday, Feb. 27. Mrs. Griodie died Feb.
26, after a lingering illness. Besides ber
husband, she leaves an only son, Lycura
little granddaughter, an aged
mother, a sister in Wayne, and several
brothers In the West.
The deceased was held in high esteem
gus,

by those who knew her, and the husband
and

son

sympathy

have the

of all.

family twice
past three years, taking first
the elder daughter Hattie, then Mrs. H.
B. Gray, then in a few months the remaining daughter, Maggie, wife of Sidney
Death has entered the

before in the

Gray,

of South

Penobscot,

who left

odb

child.

Mrs. Grindle was moat tenderly cared
illuees, her sou being ber
faithful nurse.
Many neighbors and friends attended
for In ber last

the

funeral

which

services

ducted bv Rev. E.
March 3

were

Bcam.

con-

W.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Sarah Webster baa been quite ill.
Maynard, the little son of Capt. Charles

Mrs.

Scott, la ill.
Capt. Lafayette
a

bss

recently purchased

parlor organ.
Ellen Hayes h»B gone to Boston
visit.
Capts. E. T. Marshall and Judson T.
Mrs.

for

a

abort

H«aketl arrived home from Boston last
week.

RKMOLU riONB OF RESPECT.

The following resolutions of respect were
offered by Jephthah chapter 4*, O. E. 8.:
Whereas, it has pleaded the Divine Ruler of
the Universe to remove one of our charter mem

Sirs.

Charles

have returned

Haskell and son Burton
Boston, where they

from

have been all wiuter.

Mre. George Small is quite poorly. Alec
esteemed brother, Amos 8. Brown,
Jones and wife, who have been visiting
;
therefore be it.
her, have returned to their home In
Resolved, That while we bow In humble sub
mission to Illm who doeih all things well we Beverly.
March 2.
will endeavor to so live aa to meet our
departed
brother In the grand lodge above.
HULL’S COVE.
That we extend our
Resolved,
hearfelt
Mrs. L'zzie Pierce has gone to Ellssympathy to the bereaved wife and fatally, rel
ullves and friends of the deceased in this their worth (or a short visit.
hour of deep affliction.
8. L L*!an4 and family spent Sunday
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions in Seal
Harbor with relatives.
be entered upon our records, a
copy be sent
to his family,*also to The Ellsworth
Wlnthrop and Marion Stanley are it
amkhi
caw, and that our charier be draped In mourn- home for a short
vacation; Wlnthrop
ing for a period of thirty days.
from the normal school at Farmington,
William J. Tower,
and Marion from a business college at
Likda C. Tr ct.
Bangor.
Hathie B. Freeman,
Little Margie Higgins, daughter of
Committee on resolutions.
Ezra
fell on the ice one d*y last
28.

hers,

our

Feb

T#

resolutions ok respect.
Resolutions of Bernard lodge. No.
125,
of
Knights
Pythias, upon the death of Amos 8.
Brown.

Whereas, Another mem Iter of our order has
been cslled from our fraternal boud to a
higher

Higgins,

week and cut her band

Dr.
quite badly.
and several

E. J. Morrison was called
stitcbee were taken.
March 2.

ANNE.

BROOKS VILLE.

left this morning for Rocklife, therefore,
land in schooner “Gold Hunter”.
That
In
the death of Brother
Resolved,
There was no service here Sunday on
Brown our lodge has lost a zealous
member,
account of the illness of the pastor.
one who was always present at its
meetings,
thus showing his loyal devotion to the
order.
The supper at Mra. L. T. Morris’ was a
Resolved, That in the death of our brother,
i success. I. J. Cousins received the priw
we feel bis loss but recognize it as the
will of
quilt.
Him who doetb all things well.
W. R Walker and wife, of Charles
Resolved, That we extend to his family our
most sincere sympathy In their bereavemRiver, were in town last week. Mr.
at.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in Walker has sold his farm here to Everett
mourning for the space of thirty days and that Douglass
C.
March 2.
a copy of these resolutions be spread
upon our
records, a copy be sent to the family of the
HANCOCK POINT.
deceased, and a copy be printed in The Ells
worth American
geo. R Fuller,
Leon Crabtree is ill with typhoid fever.
J- D. Phillips,
8. J. Johnston has finished harvesting
R. J. Lemont,
ice.
Committee

Feb.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists,

and

where the

made and amended.

_

Children take to it
because

few
a

ever

worried

are

Mrs. Emily Farnsworth accompanied
her husband to Augusta last week for a

statute

Adelbert L. Tenney has secured a position as conductor on a Tremont street car

When

been

sympathy to all who needed
Her only remaining brother, Increase

and coffee

ail weut

Sarah Shacktord, ot Ellsworth Falla,
early resident of this town. Hen has

Mrs.
an

The

thin children Scott’s Emulsion

store io

Ilarry Colby

other paget.

postponed

in

pleasant evening.

cause
is having

Webb

tee

of grip about town,
throat troubles being the chief type of the
disorder.

and

of the friends and

(\mniy Xexet

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
There

is

Bowden and wife last week.

"

Pharmacist.

of love and

on

poor health since last fall, has gone to
Bingor hospital for treatment.

and the

STONINGTON.

Several
son

stay.
Smith, is in town for a visit to his sister,
Myra Young has returned from a few ! and is a guest of Miss H. M. Smith, his
weeks’ visl yitb her aunt, Mrs. Julia aunt.
Tracy, iu Ashvilie.
The high school opened under pleasant
Mrs. Busan Trickey, of Bangor. :s visitauspices last Monday. Mr. Smith prove®
ing her sister, Mrs. Sarah Phillips, and himself an efficient and popular teacher,
her niece, Mrs. Annie Graves.
I and has the good will of all his pupils
March 2
G.
and the approbation of their parents.
There is

Elsie Richardson

Biddy Bean—an Irish girl.Della Brown
Fred P. Smith is borne from East Maine

seminary
grange

Verona grange, Bucksport, SaturHervey Higgins lett to-ciay for Macuias, vtBited
day, the meeting being held to commemowhere he has a poetuou as engineer.
its
rate
twenty-seventh anniversary.
M. W. Gray, of Bangor, visited his
; There were many visitors from neighborbrother, Avery Gray, several days the
ing granges, and the exercises were much
past week.
March 2.

Starbright -cast up by the waves,
Mary Young
Mother Carey—a reputed fortune teller.
Bessie

Several

guaranteed, if not cured, money refunded

COUNTY NEWS.

E. N. Hodgkins, of Trenton, called
friends here last week.

24th.

Brewer.

bouse

H.

Estelle Perry has closed her third
school at Gott’s Island, and is

past week.
is

j

charge has

home.

Thursday.

Gertrude Mason
by illness.

Halsey Blanchard
Scud Hunter— colored servant..Leon Harrlmau
Miss Minnie Daze—Hunter’s niece,
Ethel Fernald

ALSO

Sol* agency for tht» city at the etore of

Clara Ford is quite 111.
Bowden who has been quite
ill is out again.

of the Boston elevated

Paragraph—a reporter,

FOR
AND

RHEUMATISM.

BANISHES

'*Horuoc

Mrs. Abbie

Ernest Richardson
Larry Divine—his assistant, Everett Richardson
Hon. Bruce Hunter.Frank Higgins
Clarence Hunter—his ward.Alton Brown
Peter

150.

term of

ORLAND.

Mrs. Elsie Walker returned from

:

speech-making supper

grand

CAST OF CHAKACTEUS

ONE.

MAN

Mrs.

a

IT

AND

NERVES,

ROMOC

MARLBORO.

after

BUT

C.

ments of

Murray—keeper of the light,

David

Annie E. Leach, who is teaching in
Portland, is home for a week’s recess.

Wilmot,

son

S. P. Mason is ill with heart trouble.

A.

on

port.

who have been living here while Mr.
Tibbetts has been employed as diver at
the coaling station,
have
returned to
Woolwich.
March 2.
H.

bill

fine address

a

Miss

Tibbett9,

DRAMATIC CLUB.

j

Miss Annie Dunbar is home from Bucks-

Mass.
W. S.

SOMESVILLE.

j Conference seminary, Bucksport, for bis
proud that everything passed off so vacation.
nicely. No expense was spared to make ; Tbe Somesville dramatic club played
tbe occasion an enjoyable event, and it
“Among tbe Breakers”at Centennial ball,
will long be remembered as a banner day
Manset, Thursday evening, Feb. 26.
for Coart Bagaduce.
Maroh 9
H.
SURA.
March 2.
GOTT'S ISLAND.
north; castine.

Wooster,
Roxbury,

George

Feb. 26.

!

I'M THE

IS

STOMACH

BLOOD,

Clarissa, wife of Samuel H. Brown, died

were

be

were

the illness and death of

Young’s sister,
have

wife,

who

the

until after 1

committee

:

Trieet have the contract to
build a coal pocket at the coaling station.
It Is to be located just inside the main
pier, and wrill be a six month-*’ job.
and

was

delivered

served to

enjoyed

&

Snare

Everett A. Stanley and

Mrs.

Bragg.

manner.

ROMOC

Monday night, and was burled Wednesday. Rev. W'allace Cutter was the officiating clergyman. Mrs. Brown was an aged
lady who had been ill a long time, and her
death comes as a release from suffering,
which none can deplore. The husband
and family have the sympathy of all.

About

EXPENSIVE

AN

NOT

March 2.

NECESSITY,

for

the widow.

of

YOU

HEALTHY.

bors of Nahnm Hodgkins gave him a surprise party last Friday night, It being his
Mrs. O. L. eighty-third birthday.
Horace Ball, of
The purchasing committee of Tremont
bis
Hancock, brought
grapbopboue,
public library association last week seut
Anon.
which was very entertaining. Among the
to Boston for a good list of books by fa
presents which Mr. Hodgkins received vorite
authors, which will soon be ready
was a pretty
hanging lamp. Refresh- for circulation.

charge of the affair

in

(COSTS VERY LITTLE)

apron and

an

evening in Mrs. N. E. Johns’ house for the
benefit of the Methodist society.

a

committee

The climax of the evening was the ball
Tne aliengiven at tbe Grange hail.
dance at tbe bail was tbe largest gathering that has been seen at Grange hall for
years. Music was furnished by Perkins’
orchestra, of Castioe, and dancing was

Montgomery Kelley aDd wife, of Bangor. called on friends here recently.

Wilson, of Bangor, with

meeting

forestry.
Following

few

Mrs. Charles

fancy march and series of tabAfter tbe
leaux by eight young ladies.
completion of tbe performance, ice-cream
aud cake were on sale, and two hours of
social chat and games were enjoyed. Tbe
fey, and

order,
tbe audience, and influenced a number to
seek an early entraoce into the ranks of

C.

her two sons, has been
band fora few days at

the

progress and prosperity of
and he captured the hearts of

tbe

EAST LAMOINE.
for

at

Thursday

school boase

creditable

a

evening; he
the history,

at her

imposing appearance

entertainment

chairman, F. A. Perkins, D. D. S. C. R., of j The Somesville dramatic club presentCastine, was introduced and made re- \ ed tbe drama “Among tbe Breakers”
marks on the life and character of tbe At Masonic ball Monday and Tuesday
evenings, Feb. 23 and 24, tbe first night to
supreme chief ranger.
1
Clarence Scott, P. H. C. R., of Old Town, a crowded bouse. Supper was furnished
both nights and a free dance each night.
was then introduced as the speaker of the

font-masted schooner and

wharf.
March 2.

The “R. C.” gave a very pleasing enterUnion ball Feb. 24. Tbe programme consisted of banjo and vocal
solo* by O. L. Bragg, vocal solos by
II. P. Richardson and Mrs. Ella Billings, select reading by Miss Maude Chaf-

members of Coart
O. F., have been engaged in

1.

clam

and

large number and

a

tainment at

called to order
by W. J. Creamer, who acted as chairman, ;
Masonic hall was filled to overflowing.
After a few well-chosen words by the i

•

a

Methodist

time the

some

When the

of the old-time “school marms”.

She is

an

district

Feb. 24, in

Schooner “Young Bros.” finished loading Friday at the Ice Co.’s wharf for
Baltimore. She took about 1.700 tons of
ice.

the

at

preparing to spring something that
would eclipse all former efforts in the
way of a
public meeting. They accomplished their object Tuesday evening,

She

grip.

was

Bagadace,

H. B. Harding has retnrned from Massachusetts, where he went to visit his sick
daughter. His wife went with him but
was unable to return as she was very ill
with

pulpit

to

served

neat sum of money, wbicb will help to
procure furnaces for the meeting house at
tbe bead of tbe harbor, was realized.

presiding elder,

Hayward,

tbe

beans

Baked

success.
were

a

FORESTERS’ MEETING.

Capt.

years.

on

evening; proceeds, |12 75.

Mrs. Almira Snow, or as she was familiarly called, “Aunt Almira,” died at West
about

rejoicing

are

a

etew

Sunday.

There

Millard Leighton has moved from the
Coombs house to his own home at Sedgwich.
Capt. Benjamin Sargent and wife were
at Cape Rosier a few days the past week

Sedgwick, aged

<

daughter.

a

Mr.

occupied

visiting Mrs. Sargent’s parents,
Charles Crockett and wife.

was

PENOBSCOT.

Mrs.

daughter,

ROMOC

The V. I. society was entertained by thei
S. O. Moores last week, and one of the
pleasantest of the regular weekly meetings
was the result.

—-

to

YOU

WARM.

Cole.
in

over

New Orleans for the festival while
trip to Mexico.

^

on

^

Georgia Emery stopped

Miss

A.

Mrs.

guests of Mrs. McCrate

were

Thursday.

Misses Lura Card and Lela Gordon came
home from Higgins classical institute last

COUNTY NEWS
XU

Sallna

Alvan Stinson and wife attended the
way back” ball at Bar Harbor last week.

Cbitnty -Vrtc*

For additional

Mrs.

EAST SULLIVAN.

v

friends

awnttMmmM

COUNTY NEWS.

wan:

and the

March

B’aisdell went to Hall Quarry

H. M.

in

only paper printed

ICAN i* not the

County Xe

For additional

"Raphael and bis
picture studied “The
Sistine Madonna”.
A goodly number
was out, and a pleasant time wa&eDjoyed.

consideration

on

27.

resolutions.
F

WALTHAM.
Liwie Jordan, Mrs. Kens Kitchen
Mrs. Nellie DeBecfc visited friends In
Franklin tbe past week.
Mrs.

end

With deep feeling of regret was
the sad
I intelligence reoeived here of the death ol

Jay Roper

Miss Lulie Clement, of Bar Harbor, 1*

j visiting

in town.

The old folks’ ball at Hancock was well
attended. All report a good time.
Mrs. Thurston, wife of the assist***1
light-keeper, is visiting in Mt. Desert.
Mr. Wilson, of Petit Menan was tb«
guest of his sister, Mrs. Z«sluia Johnston,

recently.

March 2.

&

COUNTY
addUtonot

NEWS.

Veir.

Me .lner

^

pogM.

SEAWALL.
for Mr*. Emery
B*rth« King I* working
111.
1*
Parker, Who quite
who ha* been quits
Mrs. George Kent,

able to go out.
JU, is now
Carter 1* nursing Mr*. ErnMrs Lillian
Stanley, who ha* a little daughter,
t

l**t Saturday.
of Seawall folk* are
oaite • number
Ward with hi* naphtha
having George
their wood.
Ww manufacture
to Bar Harbor to bring
The team sent
to attend Mr*. Battle’
friends to Seawall
to Southwest
funeral, when returning
t he Ice at Manset
Harbor broke through
horse* cut hi* foot »o badly
and one of the
had to drea* it.
a
surgeon
that
of this
Mrs. Emily Battis, formerly
for some years of East Boston,
place, but
Feb.
(Hod at her borne Tuesday morning,
She leave* a husband
24 of pneumonia.
four children—Mrs. Amos Doliver, of
Seawall, and Josie, Lina and Ella, of MasThe remains were brought
born

In’d

lachusett*.

Interment.
They
by tne three daughters from MasMr*. Battis was a sister of
aschusetts.
and was about sixty
Capt. P. 9- Moore,
The funeral was Thursday
years old.
afternoon at the white church at Manset.
The daughters returned Friday.
DOLLY.
March 2.
were

here for

accom-

panied

BLUEHILL.
memorial windows.

COUNTY
Fbr additional

NEWS. COUNTY NEWS.
^

County Ntw»,too

ot her

additional

page*

OTIS.

County Neton

nta

other payee.

A8HVILLE.

Mrs. Bert Kincaid visited
Ellsworth Falls last meek.

friends

at

William Hill still remains
list.

ou

the

sick

Charles Watts, ot Bangor, Is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Nathan Salisbury, tor a
tew days.

Miss Gertie Martin, who has been having an 111 turn, is better.

Edward L. Grover and wife were visiting relatives in Brewer and Bangor last
Monday and Tuesday.

at

Mrs. Mary Remlck returned home from
Gardiner last Saturday, where she has
been employed since October.
Ferd Bobbins and wife havo gone to
Ellsworth to stay for an indefinite time
with Mrs. Bobbins’ parents, C. Smith and
wile.
Mrs. Sylvia B. Ash, widow of
Harvey
Ash, ot Eastbrook, with her two children,
has come to live with her
parents, J. B.
Grant and wife.
The lout-of-town guests et Tibbetts’
last week were: Mrs. Freeman

Wagner,
Brockton, Mass., Mrs. Orin Burleigh,
Fairfield, and Frank Perkins, deer warden, Bradley.

There was a pleasant party at W. W.
Tibbetts’ last Saturday evening, in honor
ot

the

home-coming

of

Milton Johnson, who has been camping
Jones pond, moved out last week.

Mrs. Emeline Johnson, of East Sullivan, was the guest of Miss Mary Goodwin one day last week.
Miss Leila

guest of Mrs. Emma
home Sunday morning.

passed with singing and phonograph selections by Ned Manchester, after which
refreshments were served.
March 2.
Davis.

who

has been the

Carpenter,

went
v

Miss Mary Goodwin, who has seventeen
hens, feels proud of them. One day last
week she got seventeen eggs.
Fred Patten and wife, of East Sullivan,
were in this part of the
town Sunday
calling on relatives and friends before
they leave to-day for Michigan.
The hurricane of last Saturday called
E. J. Robertson to Sorrento to look after
his schooner the “Susan Frances”. Jonas
Lindsey accompanied him. They returned Sunday morning. The schooner
was not damaged.
March 2.
B.

daughter.

the

Miss Sadie, accompanied by a party of
friends from Bangor. The evening was

Hodgkins,

The Moorfield Storey cottage la fast
nearing completion. It is au imposing
structure and commands extensive views
from its fine location on Stanley’s hill.
of

Capt. Charles Cushing, the well-known
Grand Banks skipper, has decided to
abandon the sea for a time, and is building an extensive hennery.
William S. Homer has returned to his
former home after an absence of eleven
years, during which time he has resided
in Council Bluffs, Iowa. He will remain
In town for the present.
The steamboat

The
“Merryconeag” has clearly the better of
the fight now, and gets considerable more
than her share of the patronage, having
better accommodations,and making faster
time.
It is reported that the “Golden
Rod” may be put on a down-the-bay
is

war

still

on.

route.

The small frame dwelling occupied by
Miss Maria Emerson, on Franklin street,

fronting

the

seminary grounds, was
Wednesday night. The St.
Vincent Du Paul’s Catholic church, which
is quite near, caught fire several times,
but was saved by the fine work of the fire
department.
burned

on

The schooner “Fiheman” landed 100
of coal here this week, consigned to
A. M. Devereaux, which was practically
all booked before it was landed. Capt.

the ladies’ aid

Nicholson,

T. M.
has

scaled

the

down

regular local dealer,

the

price

of

bard

coal

W. R. Ladd is acting
as agent for Mr. Devereaux here.
The Hall and Central wharf properties
have been bonded by parties who are
thinking of establishing a coal pocket for
the discharging and re-shipment of coal
from this point. Nothing definite can be
ascertained, but it is understood that in
case it is decided to buy
the water-front
privileges a large amount of coal will be
bandied here.

fl5

from

|7

to

50.

Mra. Serf b E. McHoweli

Mayo.

Mra. M. E.

or

The parts for graduation at the academy
assigned as follows: Mildred
Chase, valedictory; Carol A. Hoopere,
salutatory; class prophecy, Hallie Suo«;
class history, Fred Harden.
M.
March 2.
have been

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Lois Qilpatrlck visited friends in
Trenton the past week.

Henry
spent
Ellsworth visiting friends.
Bartlett

Mrs.

week

last

at

Miss Hattie McFarland has been spending the past week at Bar Harbor.
Miss Lillie McFarland is passing a very
enjoyable winter at Palm Beach, Pia.
McFarland is typewriting
for a short time tor L. B. Deasy at Bar
Harbor.
Miss Annie

Charles

girl

was

Master Freddie Stratton, of
la visiting relatives here.

days.
Miss Myra Young returned last week
from a visit to her aunt, Mrs. John Tracy,
at Ashvllle.
Fred Mllllken is spending a few weeks
with bis parents, H. C. Mllllken and
wife.
Mildred

Young

gave

pleasant

a

tea party to her Immediate relatives Feb.
24, the occasion being her seventeenth

March 2.

Sumac.

2._Y.
BLUE HILL FALLS.

BROOKLIN.
O. L. Flye was in Ellsworth last week.
A. H. Mayo will open his clam factory
at

Naskeag

thia month.

William Blaisdell and wife
friends in Ellsworth.

are

visiting

*

Several

attended
grangers
county
North Sedgwick last Friday.

grange at

Oapt. John Kane has gone to Boston.
Capt. Hugh Duffy made a trip to Bangor Mouday, while there be sprained his

Mrs. John All?»n and daughter Mabel,
of Sargentville, are visiting friends here.

ankle.

tov

Eugene Candage, of Bluehill, was in
n last week, the guest of J. J. Bridges
Mrs. Edwin Parker, who has been visiting her daughters at Bluehill, came home

Benjamin Lufkin, of Sunshine, spent
Tuesday with his uncle, A. K. Conary. ^
Miss Grace Kune returned Sunday from Thursday.
quite an extended visit to Sargeutville.
Miss!Hattie McDonnell
Mins L’szie Conary has gone to her
brother’s, Joseph Conary, at Freeh Pond
Mrs.

Mrs.

sister,

Bert

is

visiting her
Anderson, at North

Sedgwick.
Jadson

came
home
Ipst
Freethey
Swan's Island where be haa

of South
Estelle Henrickson,
Bluebill, visited frieuds in this place last

week

week.

been

Fester Btual! and wife, of Mllbridge,
are the guests of his mother, Mrs. S. S.

worked
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M
the third degree on a
candidate last
Wednesday evening. Refreshments were

Wallace.
March 2.

Substitute.
BIRCH HARBOR.

Irvin Sumner, wife and daughter have
recently visited here.
Rev. Mr. Whitmore, of Lincoln, held
service in the Baptist church

from

building

Sullivan Thursday.

SOUTH PENOB3COT.

Jefferson E. Grindle is seriously ill.
Mrs. W. M. Thompson dislocated

her

left shoulder last week.

Maurice L. Wood, who has been employed in a drug-store in Campello, Maes.,

tor the past six
years, is home for a viBit,
after which he and his father, George D.
Wood, will go to California.
March 2.
Climax.

son.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Town

meeting March 16.

Glads Butler has tomatoes budded.

Bradbury

Walter

Mrs. C. H. Preble and daughter Mary,
who have spent the past week among relatives here, returned Sunday to Saiiivan.
March 2.
C.

bouse for his

Everett and Wilmont Kane, who have
been attending school at Higgins c|p*s2caf
institute, Charleston, came home Tburs
day.
Une Femme.
March 2.

Bunday.

W. F. Davia and M. H. Coombs attended the K. P. convention at We*t

a

served.

preaching

clerk in

a

has gone to

Lewis Shuman and

v

Boston to

family

are

spending

the

to go
win-

ter here.
The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
meeting convenes at East Franklin March
20 and continues over the following Sabbath.
Ch’e’er.
March 2.

WEST TREMONT.
Rena

lleed is visiting

on

Duck

Island.
Adam

H.

Reed and wife, of Duck Island,

visiting their children.
Capt. Wilder B. Robbins expects to join
his vessel this week it New Bedford.

the

remains.

Mrs. Allen Freeman, who has been very
poorly since Christmas, is improving.
at Northeast
by the critical illness
of her son, W. H. Freeman jr.

Mrs.

J. Freeman is

M.

Harbor,

called there

J. S. Bender conducted the funeral service for Mrs. Nancy Hanson at
the schoolhouBe Sunday afternoon.
S.
March 2._
Rev.

A

PECULIAR HOTEL.

Its Rooms Named For State* Instead
of Beinf? Numbered.

little town in the backwoods of
remarked
a
traveling
It is
man, “there is a peculiar hotel.
just like any other hotel except in the
way the rooms are named. They are
not numbered, as Is generally done,
blit each room is nam 'd for a state of
the United States.
"When I stopped at the place. I was
assigned to a room called ‘Delaware.’
It was correctly named, too, for it was
one of the smallest rooms in the house.
A man who was occupying ‘New
Hampshire’ made complaint to the
landlord that the man in ‘Maine’ wm
drunk and boisterous and was thus
keeping him awake. This seemed
strange, when we recall that Maine is
Two men up in
a prohibition state.
•Montana’ were keeping up the reputation of the wild west by engaging in
A big, fat capia noisy poker game.
talist had 'New York,’ which was the
The room
best room in the house.
named for Alabama is too ordinary for
anything, and a farmer was occupying
It the night I was there.
“It was funny to stand in the office
and hear a bellboy tell the clerk that
towels were wanted in ‘Iowa’ and that
the fellow in ‘North Dakota’ was kicking like a steer because be had no fire!
‘Send two Manhattan cocktails up to
Mississippi’ was one of the orders that
‘Be sure to call the
the clerk gave.
man in Florida at 5 o'clock In the morning.’ said one of the employees. And
thus it went. This hotel Is a curiosity
It is conductto the traveling public.
ed by an eccentric old fellow, but
where he conceived the idea of naming
rooms after states I do not know.”—
“In

n

Birmingham Age-Herald.
American Trade Long Ago.

To the notices which we have from
time to time published of the favorable
posture of trade we may add a gratifying view of our commerce with the
United States. Its extent is probably
more considerable than our readers
would imagine. The exports from
Scotland of manufactured goods to various parts of the Union will this year
amouut to about £2,000,000. The magnitude of the sum will appear more
surprising when we consider the restrictions which prohibit us from tak-

ing In exchange agricultural produce.
A trade so Important it behooves us to
cherish with all possible care, and it is
so
Mrs. John Reed has gone to Bar Harbor gratifying to think that customers
valuable are a free people, little likely
to visit her daughter Eva, who is ill in
to Impede her prosperity by projects of
the hospital.
ambition.—Loudon Globe. 1822.
who was ill in the
Zulrna E.

The funeral

held

was

on

Sunday, Rev. William Forsyth officiating.
Some fast and exciting brushes are
every favorable day on Silver
fastest piece of horseflesh on
the ice seems to be George P. Homer’s
flue little flyer Wilkesnaught, which has
so far been champion of the ice.
John
N. Swazey, Hugh Gross, F. W. Ginn,
Charles Arey, E. L. Warren and others
held

on

lake.

store.

home next week after

Miss

years ago.

March 2.

Mississippi.”

birthday.

last

Bewail Salisbury and wife were tbe
guests of bis uncle, I. N. Salisbury,
Tuesday, returning to their home In
Htncock Wednesday morning.
March

•eventy-tive

PRETTY MARSH.

Nathan Ashe, of Bar Harbor, bas been
bis place here during the past week.
Sherman McFarland and A. E. Foren
are at home from Bar Harbor for a few

Miss

gowned in ancient silk dresses which
worn at a famous wedding in Paris

Hancock,

at

and

days

were

born to Mr. and Mrs. George
B. Bridges on Feb. 23.
A

Gertrude Austin spent
week with their sister,
Mrs. Waiter Young, returning last night
to tbelr home In Ellsworth.

several

were

WEST HANCOCK.

J

_

Tha

have

fast

this

ones

lively brushes

wiuter,

are seen on

the

and

some

ice.

The house and barn, with all their contents, including fl29 in cash, belonging
to Jerome Davis and located at Santiago,
went up in smoke early Sunday morning,
making a total loss of over fl.OOO, upon
which there was f450 insurance. The fire
caught from the stove in some way. Mr.
Davis started a fire in the kitchen stove
and stepped out to the barn. In a few
minutes the whole place was in flames,
and he

was

ablp

to

The

save

very little.

Squirrels.

Oh the dear little squirrels, so happy and free,
Running about in the tall, shady tree;
Through the long summer day, so happy and

nothing

There’s

a

to

smart

fear while

enjoying their play

chubby fellow, the squirrel in

gray,
Finer by far than his fellows, they say;
With a stout busy tail, widespread like a saU,
His home’s in the woods, the deep shady dale.
Then

|

the blithe little squirrel In red;
Smaller, ’tlstrue, than his gray brother Ned;
But how sprightly Is he, as we often may see,
While shelllug his bud In a juniper tree.
next comes

'2tmcrtisonmt0.

ploys.
J. E. (iOTT.

The
never

Feb. 28, 1903.

people who are dead in
love; they just love.

earnest

by

men

of

taleut,

by men of character.
Cupid will cause, meu to do many thingB.
So will cupidity.
Flora—Why are you bo sure Reggie is
goingito propose to you? Cora—Well, he
small
said Mast night that he thought
diamonds were much nicer than big ones
but

Humors come to the surface In the spring a«
in no other season. They don’t run themselves
all off that ‘way, however, but mostly remain in
the system. Hood’s Sarsaparilla removes them,
wards off danger, makes good health sure
Advt.

—

Made by

Ells-

Many

worth Citizens.
Don’t mistake the

backache.

of

caase

To be cured you must know the
It is wrong to imagin' relief is

cause.

cure.

Backache Is kidney ache.
You must

this

cure

kidneys.

the

Ellsworth resident tells you how

An

can

be done.

Mrs. Howard Gray (Howard Gray

sea-

Sorry road, just beyond Geo.
Wood’s hill, says: “I have had attacks of
backache, weakness across the kidneys,
varied by dull aching for three or four
man),

At times

years.

were so severe

of these attacks

some

that I

compelled to go
and stay there for a week or more
time. As might be expected when my
was

to bed
at

a

kidneys were either weakened or overexcited, the secretions were irregular, particularly at night. Reading about Doan's
Kidney Pills in our Ellsworth papers led
me to go to Wiggin & Moore’s
drug store
box.

If the first had not
helped I
would have bought a second or followed up the treatment by
taking a third
for

a

never

a fourth.
From the results obtained
have the greatest faith in Doan’s
Kidney
Pills.’'

and
I

For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.

A Word to

NOTICE OF
John

Nursing

now

It is a well known clinical fact
that babies who depend wholly on
mother's milk never have cholera,
and are exempt from two-thirds
the ailments which afflict infants.
Some inkling to this has checked
the resort to artificial foods and
”
"
begun to make it good form for
every mother to nurse her own
when she can.
baby
Some try it, and grow weak and
With
sick under the strain.
others the milk flow is insufficient,
and the poor baby is at last given
over to the tender mercies of the
milkman with his com fodder, and
stale slops, and worse.
If any mot ho within ten miles
of our store reads this, we want to
give them a hint. Try Vinol.
There are many mothers who have
found that it enabled them to take
—

nourishment, restored their

strength, and made baby healthy,
hearty, and happy.
Vinol not only supports the
mother’s strength but transmits
to the babe the

FORECLOSURE.

day
June, a. d. 1889, make and
execute bis deed cf mortgage to me, the undersigned. Albion F. Merrill, which said deed
of mortgage is recorded iu vol. 238,
page 118.
of the registry of deeds for Hancock
county,
Maine, and to which mortgage deed and the
record thereof in said registry of deeds express reference is here made for a description
of the real estate described as conveyed in
said mortgage, and.
Whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken and has not been
performed,
and the debt secured by said mortgage has
not been paid,
Now therefore, by reason of ths breach of
the condition of said mortgage, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice of my intention to foreclose the same as
Albion F. Merrill.
provided by statute.
Dated this 23d day of February, a. d. 1903.
on

Mothers

more

Hegal Xotfcca.
G. Remick, of Otis, Hancock county, Maine,
WHEREAS
deceased, did
the sixth
of

foundation for

Insurance Statements.
INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH

J9ILADBLPHIA,

childhood.
contains no dangerous
We
are willing to tell you
drugs.
just what is in it and give you the
money back if it don’t help you.
Don’t doubt, try it.

ASSETS, DEC 31, 1902.|
Real estate.
$ 725.500 00
Mortgage loans,
1,130.997 29
Collateral loans,
825,9i0 00
Stocks aDd bonds,
5,791,750 00
Cash in office and^bank,
1,157,412 94
Bills Receivable,
38,059 10
AgeDts’balances,
1,020,482 55
Interest and rents,
7,62759
All other assets,

DRUGGIST.

4,854

Gross assets,
Deduct items not
Admitted

43

$10,702,583 61

admitted,

38,40011

assets,_

{$10,664,183^0

|LIABILITIES DECJ{31.1902.'
$. 738,000 00
4,863,35210

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

107,042

Total,
capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

3.CCO.OOO 00

11,960,188

Total liabilities and •urplus,
GEO- H. GRANT.

|C. C.|BURRILL|&

46

l$5,713,994 66

Cash

94

$10,664,183 60
|Agent.

SON.JAgentsTT"**"

ELLSWORTH.

ECU AS.

healthy

GEO. A. PARGHER

(AMERICA,

PENNSYLVANIA.

_^

a

H

HOOPER,| Agent,*
CA8TINE.

flKKMAN

riMKKICAN (INSURANCE CO.,
OP NEWfyoRF.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1902.

Real estate,
Mortuage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$ 15,000 00
13,000 00
8.667.826 00
685.011 40
735 200 96
38,84-5 98
176,519 81

Agents’balances.

Interests and rents,
Uncollected premiums,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

#10,831,403 64

admitted,

12,226 88

Admitted assets,
#10,319,176 76
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1902.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 513,242 68
Unearned premiums,
3.715.225 74
All other liabilities,
331,827 46

#4,623,295 89

Total,
Cash capital,

Surplus

all

over

1..-OO.CCO CO
4.695,880 88

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
#10,319,176 76
THE GEO. H. GRANT COMPANY, Agents,

ELLSWORTH, ME.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrijs, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Tiial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.'
over

ILctjal Xotirrs.

make

The world is not ruled

is

Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
substitute.

Ah, who ever heard of such wonderful things—
Flying squirrels, or squirrels with wings!
But lie tiles In the night, he’s noiseless and light
And seldom is Been, though a beautiful sight.

Surry, Me

Mistake

no

There’s the queer little chipmuck, or the squirrel
with stripes,
Looking about for something to gripe;
With a frisk and a bound, he’s hunting around
For something to bide In his hole in the ground

This tine little family of squirrels you see,
So happy, so merry, so blithesome and free,
Are all jolly boys, with their chatter and noise.
While searching for food their spare time era.

aIlwron^

“When

Vinol

gay.
With

“The even tenor ol
Greek meets Greek
then comes the tug of war” should be:
“When Greeks joined Greeks then was the
tug of war.” When we say “The tongue
is an unruly member” we
misquote,from
James lit., 8t where it is written:
“But
tbe tongue can no man tame; it is an
unruly evil, full of deadly poison.”
“For charity shall cover over the multitude of sins” (I Peter iv., 8) is almost
always distorted Into “Charity covereth a
multitude of sin6”. We say: “Welcome
the coming, speed the parting
guest,”
whereas the correct quotation is: “Speed
the going guest.” Butler wrote in “Hudibras”:
“He that complies against his
will is of his own opinion still,” but we
alter the sense as well as the wording of
the passage by quoting continually: “A
man convinced against his will is of the
same opinion still”.
How often we hear people, quoting the
passage on mercy from the “Merchant of
Venice”: “It faileth as the gentle dew
from heaven,” whereas the bard wrote:
“Faileth as the gentle rain.” We quote
with great complacency: “The man that
hath no music in his soul,” whereas what
Shakespeare wrote was: “The man that
hath no music in himself.”
In his “Lycidas” Milton wrote: “Fresh
woods and pastures new,” but it is almost
always misquoted as: “Fresh fields and
pastures new.” In “Henry and Emma”
Matthew Prior wrote: “Fine by degrees
and beautifully less,” a phrase which has
become in
popular use: “Small by
degrees and beautifully less.”
Just make a list of quotations which
you hear used commonly, and then compare tbe popular form with tbe true one,
by means of a hook of familiar quotations, and you will be amazed to see how
seldom an author is quoted correctly.

way.*’

4

JRfitaL

We all say:

wrong.

their

toid elsewhere in this issue.

society have within a month secured
NORTH SULLIVAN.
nearly |200 which will go toward defrayJohn Campbell lost a valuable horse ing the expense of putting a cellar under
the
union meeting-house.
Wednesday.
Harvey Hooper has lately purchased an
Capt. John M. Bunker and crew reEdison phonograph.
turned home Tuesday, having lost their
S. P. Havey, wile and daughter are vessel the “Tamson”, on ledges near
Indian Harbor on Sunday, Feb. 22, an acvisiting friends In East Sullivan.
count of which appeared in last week’s
Mrs. Martha Phelps, of Montreal, Is
American. Two years ago, Capt. Bunker
spending the winter with her son, Dr. lost the schooner
Urias A. Smith, one of our best-known
“Rover’s Bride” In a
S. E. Phelps.
thanks.
,
died on Wednesday night, after
similar way, a little farther east, and one citizens,
a long illness, aged fifty* live years.
Mrs. Letitia Cummins Is visiting her of the
He
Tnlv opena the way to another propoLewis
who
was
crew,
Whittaker,
was the leading contractor and builder of
iltiou hy Mrs. 8. E. McHoweli that It daughter, Mrs. | Ernest Fountain,
In
with him then, was with him this time.
memorial
to
the
first Rumford Falls.
the town, and highly esteemed. He was
would t>es biting
March 2.
R.
Kt.i.ra of the town-Joeepb Wood and
prominently connected with the local
Alice Bragg, a student at East Matne
lodge N. E. O. P. The funeral was held
John Itoundy—to place a window in tbe Conference, seminary, Is
CENTER.
spending her
on Friday afternoon, Rev. Robert Sutcliffe
church, wltb the date of tbe settlement vacation at home.
Sam Randall was in towu last week
and Rev. Wm. Forsyth officiating.
of the town, In connection wltb tbelr
Frank Springer Is home from Boston calling on friends.
name#.
Clara Adele Farnum, daughter of Mrs.
where be has been attending the Bryant
Rev.
Mr.
of
the
E.
Bender, principal
There are, no doubt, many descendants
Nancy M. LaGros, died at a hospital in
& Stratton business college.
M.
C.
in
the
Methoseminary, preached
ot these two men who would be glad to
New York on Wednesday last from the
The schooner “Georgletta”, Chpt. Mayo, dist church last Sunday.
aid in prepetuatfng their names and sereffect of an operation. She was fortyarrived
Friday to load cut-stone for
vice; sod they, wltb toy citizens or forQuite a number from here attended the four years old, and leaves three sons, all
Providence, R. I.
mer residents wbo are Interested In tbe
“waybak” ball at Bar Harbor last week. actors—Dustin, William and Marshall.
March 2.
y,
mitter, are invited to communicate with
Mrs. Bert Higgins and Miss Mary Leith The latter two arrived here Friday with
At * meeting of tbe |Mdiea’ Congregational cf'Cle held in tbe vestry Tburstbe president,
dsy afternoon, Feb. 26,
Mra. Pari ridge, read • letter from Mre.
Carrie H. Stone, of West Roxbury, Mass.,
Id which the writer made ■ proposal to
place a atalned-glass window In tbs
eburcb. to tbe memory of ber parents.
Mr and Mrs. Bnsbrod W/ Hinckley. It
war voted to accept tbe offer with many

Some Misquoted Quotations.
Everybody misquotes. Those quotations we use tbe most frequently we get

Death of U. A. Smith-Two Fires-The
Steamboat “War”-More Coal.
What happened on town meeting day Is

tons

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Nineteen workers

FROM BUCK8PORT.

gives notice that

hereby
she has been duly appointed adminisTHE
tratrix of the estate of Samuel A.
subscriber

Snow,

late
of
Buckspoit, in the
county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having delaw
directs.
mands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Lena E. Snow.
February 3, 1903.

Pauper Notice.

undersigned hereby gives notlcs that he

has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
THE
of the
for the
during the ensulnp

poor,
support
vear, and has made ample provision for theli
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furulsbng supplies to any pauper on his ac
count as wlthou thi written order, he will paj
for "o goods so fnrnt shed. Harry S .Tone*

GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO.
PORTSMOUTH. N. H.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1902.
Real estate.
$ 15,700 00
Mortgage loans,
10.8.50 00
stocks a 1)0 bonds,
617,134 00
Cash in office and bi nk,
48,59137
Agents' balances,
63.c96 73
Interest and rents.
2,641 47
All other assets,
1,909 22
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Total,
Cash capital,

Surplus

over

$66CL122 79
80
99

31, 1902.
$ 27,685 70
289.188 22
28,904 4B

$345,778 35
all

liabilities,

200,000 00
113,993 64

Total liabilities and surplus,
$659,771 99
GEO. H. GRANT, Agent, Ellsworth.
J. N. SWAZEY, Agent, Bucksport.
C. H HOOPER, Agent, Cast I tie.

The Ellswoktii American
[The only

county

paper.]

are

SOUTH SURRY.

Haynes Harden, wife and eon are
with his father, F. H. Hardeu,
who is still
quite ill.
Harvey Candage, wife and son went to
Fenobscot Saturday to visit Mrs. Cancage’s sister, Mrs. Oatley Gray.

laying

March 2.

Tramp.

8niaH pill, easy to buy, easy to take
ua
easy to act, but never failing in re*U!t8. DeWitt’s Little
Early Risers arouse
to the
joe secret tons and act as a tonic
c\«ing permanently. Wiggin &

jJj

/

A

Miss

Lunt,

hospital six weeks, will
ing in Quincy March 2.
March 2.

resume

her

teachstokes the furnace by day, and the
devil puts It out lu the night.
Man

Thelma.

Sunt

Madge

A collection

of

every-day recipes

Cook
from

Book,

the Mutual

column of The A mericant, mailed to any address
•Vcents.t Stamps (1 or 2 cent) will be accepted.

on

Benefit

receipt

of

to

To Cur® m Cold lu One l>ay.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if It falls to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature is on each box. 25c.

time saves lives.” Or. Wood’s
I'lne Syrup; nature’s remedy for coughs, colds,
of every sort—.-lei to.
diseases
puliuouary
“A

dose In

Address

THE

AMERICAN,

Ellsworth,

Maine

For Additional County A«v»,

tee

other

County Xe

mor additional

get

tvs,

see

other pages

HALL QUARRY.

TRENTON.

other

—

Officers Elected and Appropriations
Voted in Hancock County Towns.
TRENTON.

The schooner “Bessie C. Beachr* is load-

Little Russell Moore bas been very ill
the past week.

WINTER HARBOR.

Monday evening, March

John K. Moore entertained a number
of his young frieuds at his home last Friday evening. Refreshments were served.

teacher, Mrs. Mae Hill Atherton. This iB
Mrs. Atherton’s eighteenth term In the

j

same

Spec.

March 2.

The Moore brothers have moved out of
the woods on account of the rain.
Charles

Hagerthy,
on

one

Young has
Eulalie,

Miss Emelie

to visit her Bister

was
in
day last week

gone to Boston
who is attend-

ing school there.

Benjamin

Jordan,

son Arthur visited

wife

Frances Head, of Brewer,

and

little

a

few

days

last

week.

March 2.

C. L.

is

quite

111

with

is

visiting

his

—

E. Mace has gone to BAngor after his
daughter Inez, who has been attending
school at Pittsfield.
A.

Petticoats.

William Crosby and wife have been
visiting Mr. Crosby’s sisters, Mrs. Wardell Vague, East Bangor, and Mrs. J. P.
Grover, of Brewer. Mr. Crosby returned
to his camp Sunday after a forced absence of four weeks caused by a sprained

Rugs
Drap-

ankle.
The ladies’ sewing circle held Its annual
meeting with Mrs. H. B. Crosby Feb. 26
The following officers were chosen: President, Mrs. Bertha Mace; viee-preeident,

BROOKSVILLE.
are

still

getting

J. S. Condon is preparing for a large
paving job this season.
Scott Tapiey, who has been ill for some

M. GALLERT.

time, is

on the mail route again.
Mrs. A. A. Bates, who has been at work
in a store at North Haven, is at home.

The “Mabel”, Capt. Haskell, has made
three trips to Rockland the past week.

Tapley

who has been ill with

con-

gestion of the lungs is slowly improving.
The “Henry Chase”, which has been
in Carver’s Harbor, is at home loaded
for Boston.
March 2.
C.

A

LAMOINE.
a

dance at the town

Friday evening.
ghan’s orchestra.

next

hall

Music by Mona-

ii A Harness

SimmiscnunU.

-.

<1
n

Are your

rx;

Kidneys Healthy?

R
R

I; Fur Robes

3
3

Kcineuiher—the Kidn-'-s
the most wonder,
~t
*1
organs. Your very life d>
Niuepeuds upon them.
,~j
r> tenths
of
all sickness is —"I
Ei caused by diseased and neg>," gleet ed kidneys. If healthy I
they Biter ail the impurities
out of the blood.
Rheuma- 52
g*> tism. dyspepsia, constipation,
liver disease, bladder troubles, -r*
r>~ biliousness,
headache, blood -fj
disease and female- weakness 12
r> are all the result of diseased

O

*re

^

Ej

c?

yj

E kidneys.

iSj

"jj

Do you know

£
R

°

Df.

Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy

is the greatest specific known to
medical science for the cure of these
■ wm>Ki diseases or any form of kidney
trouble f It has been used for nearly
■ >.
a V
years with unfailing success bv
■ O physicians in hospitals and s&niIf you will send your ada«w tariuma
dress to Dr. David Kennedy Cor■ y
■ >h poration. Hondout. X. Y., they will
you—absolmtely free—a trial
ty
Its sale is so large to-day
that it can be found at any drug
a «wstore in the United States.
^

WeUh

The
above
Wales
Baeco

J

«w.

J»ttie.

7»

TZ

■

'TjT

'TT
ij*

24

notice

is inscribed
the door of a shop in a North
village: “-Coblar, daler in
Shag and Pig Bacon and Giugarbred Eggs laid every morning by
me, and very good Paradise, in the
summer gentlemen and Lady can have
good Tae and Crumquets. and Strawbery with a scirn milk, because I can’t
get no cream. X. B. Shuse and Boots
medned very well.”

"What is your father’s objection to
me. Millie?" asked the young man.
"He says you have uo application.

(Gerald.”
“No applicationT- he echoed bitterly.
“I wonder if he knows I've been comto see you twice a week for neai y
six years!--—Chicago Tribune.

ing
*

There is no use in repining that life
Is short It Is not to be measured by
the quantity of its years, but by the
quality of its achievements.—Philadel-

phia ledger.

Money
on

and Spelling;.

l.rammar

following

What More Could He Wan* f

All druggists sell Dr. David Kennedy's »a
Remedy In the NEW 90 CENT SIZE and
the regular •l.oc six** bottles.

vorlie

Don’t
Waste
Your

something

Moderator,
men

and

Edwin

assessors,

L

Haskell;

Daniel

W

select

ago.
Mr. Black—Do she t'lnk he am nebbah cornin' back?
“Waal, she jest beginnin’ to hab
hopes.”—Smart Set

\

True “L.F.” Atwoods BitterV
the
l
first time and be relieved of your bilious headaches I

V

The merchant who doss not adeertiee in
a
*

dull

season

mates if

more

ikoss who do advertise.

*[l

profitable for

Utri) fit i arm frits.

Torrey,

John S^Eaton, Geo E Snowman; clerk,
T G Pickering; treasurer, Judson Torrey; collector,Steadman P Torrey; school
committee. P S Knowlton, F A Gross,
M D Joyce; superintendent of schools,
Tyler Coombs; road commissioner, R P
Davis; constables, T G Pickering, B C
Smith. E S Haskell.

Appropriations—Current expenses, $3.500; common schools, $2,400; high schools.
$300; books and repairs on ecboolbooses,
$700; roads, $1,300; finish upper ball, $200;
piping town hail for gas, $75; stone culverts, $200.

Women

as

A

Sweetser, Luther Weed.

Appropriations—Schools, $1,650; roads
and bridges, $300; support of poor, $1,500;
State roads. $200; other purposes, $3,535;
total, $6,1S5; text books, $350.
St’RRT.

G H Sperry; selectmen and
assessors, F T Jellteon, E M Curtis, W
'q Rich; clerk, J E Gott; treasurer, D J
Curtis; collector, D J Curtis; school
committee, E M Cprtis; superintendent
of schools, E C Lord; road commissioner
H Wescott; constable, E N Osgood
J
Moderator,

BBOOESYILLE.

Moderator, O L Tapley; clerk. Geo H
Tapley; selectmen, assessors and overseers,
Ralph H Condon, A L Condon, J H
Tapley; treasurer, Lewis F Gray; school
committee, Cecil Farn ham ; school superintendent, Dr Franklin Farrow.

Appropriations—Schools,
and bridge*, $1,000; support

$439;
of

roads

poor, $800;

as

n. E.

Men

by

•

1

Water

Kidney Trouble.

socn

tiiccriumcss

disappear when the kidneys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
'll that it is not uncommon
/ for a child to be bom
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urintoo

onen.

u

tne

scalds the flesh or if. when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kidneys and bladder and net to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realised. It is sold
urine

by druggists,

in

Street,

Ellsworth,

Administrator’s Sale
OF

ERTY,

Don't make any mistake, but remember the
Swamp-Boot, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root,
address, Bln gna niton, N. Y., on every

name,

and the
bottle.

THE

AMERICAN'S advertiser# are
the price-bar* into the field
letting
of bargain*
down

The more eye* an advertisement catches
the more dollar* it i* worth.

ed.ion

2

Q

♦
0

Ladies' and Gents'

PLACE

♦

remodeled Into

5

*

^*nt

^

|

Belonging to the estate of the late
Samuel F. Buzzell. A quantity of

ENO’S

jj
■ ■

1

NEW

O

a

; ;

and fresh and inviting. ¥
»iy of access, and especially conveie T
for out-of-town people coming to x
Ellsworth to trade. I intend to make T
this the beat

STORE, ♦
Q

p. m.

.1

for ladles and T
geutlemeu. Service a la cart> at all x
noun.
I make a specialty oi shell fish. T
x
Everything is

♦

At AMHERST at TANNERY

| ; r„t,.i

on State street has been
a flr^trclass restaurant

O

RESTAURANT
to

Ellsworth,

now

open

tor

business

%
♦

*>»o»o»o»o»o»o»o+o»o»ve:»

Clothing

will be included in the above sale.

Cut flowers for all occasions.

Per order Administratrix.

Telephone

fifty-

and one dollar*
You may have a|
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tellHome of aw—mR<wa
ing all about it. including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure anc
mention this paper.
cent
sizes.

|

1

PERSONAL PROP-

MARCH 18,

1 ! ! ;

O
♦

REAL ESTATE and

ty

a-cs

Maloney,

I 1 I-M-H-1-M-1-I-W '!■ I | | 1 M

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor

Moderator, Eben F Simpson; selectmen
and assessors, Elmer E. SpoBord, Daniel
M Fifield, Levi K Stinson; clerk, H L
Morey; treasurer, Fred E Webb; collector, T W Coombs; school committee, E
E Crockett, tor three years; superintendent ot schools, left with school committee; road commissioner, Winfield Hatch;
constables, B F Paschal, S W Barbour, W

Well

Are Made Miserable

srosnsoTOS.

Appropriations—Schools, including rebooks, etc., $1,091; roads and
pairs,
Bow She Felt.
bridges,
$900; poor and insane poor, $750;
Mrs. Black—Sam Johnson done left
other purposes, $1.200.
his wife 'bout six mont's

said to Oe

just as good.
Get the

pressed hay

••

horseback.

"The wicked wife” forms
a compact with the devil, squanders
her husband's substance in riotous living and. in the last scene, hangs herself in a blaze of red fire, while the
evil one expresses wild joy in extraor"The
dinary oriental gesticulations.
cruel magician.-’ “the grateful dragon,"
•*the fairy foxes" and other bits of
eastern folklore afford brief sketches,
which are as familiar as household
words.—New York Tost.

Q

rea

t Feast

A great feast in

BREAD, CAKE, DOUGHNUTS,

and

PASTRY

34-2.

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
Beautiful, curlv, fluffy lings, made
from old Woolen, Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet carpets.
Carpets cleaned clean.
SKOWHEtlAN, ME., BARRE, MASS.
*end for circular.

_

of all kinds can be purchased at
my
bakery at a low figure.

Baked Beans And Brown Bread
Saturday and Sunday Morning.

AMERICAN ADS

every

_

P. H.
Main

I

Sleigh

•'

There will be

f

opportunity,

Mrs. Maud Rowe; secretary and treasurer,
Mrs. Abbie E. Rowe; social committee,
Mrs. Rosa Gregg, Abbie E. Rowe, Bertha
Maoe, Myra Croeby, Mary Richardson,
Lola Rowe and Nina Crosby; hall committee, Mrs. Myra Crosby, Mrs. F. S.
Silsby and Mrs. Abbie E. Rowe.
March 2.

Leon

Waists,
Sheetings, Bed Spreads,

_____________

Master Herbert Crosby
aunt, Mrs. Etta Vague.

The smelt fishermen
good catches.

agent, O P Cunningham.

Thursday night* Feb. 5, partially destroyed and injured
The damage was mostly caused
our stock of goods.
by
smoke. Some goods were seriously damaged—most of
them slightly. We propose to close all damaged goods at a
sacrifice price. The greatest damage was in our Carpet and
Cloak Rooms. The following goods were injured:
oil

Silk and Cotton

AURORA.
Mrs. George Dorr
spinal trouble.

town

Samuel

M. Gallert’s Store

Cloaks and Suits,

daughter, Mrs.

their

ford, A F Page, Walter H Gardner;
superintendent of schools, A A Littlefield;

O Moore; selectmen
B E Moore, E K Merritt, A
Ernest Rice; treasurer, LP
Cole; collector, J A Hill; school committee, F P Sargent; superintendent of
schools, C C Larrabee; road commissioners, 8 E Coffin, C C Tracy, B F

Moderator,

and assessors,
R Joy; clerk,

AT

Appropriations—Schools, $3,000; poor,
$1,800; roads, $2,300; bonds, coupons,
$3,404; principal, $3,500; street lighting, Leighton.
Appropriations—Schools, what the law
$400; discounts and abatements, $1,500.
requires; roads, $1800; poor, $800; MemTREMONT.
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
orial Day, $15; burying ground, $25; new
Moderator, Merle E Tracy; selectmen
In turning a sharp corner on his way
school buildiuga, $1800; contingent fund,
and assessors, William W A Heath, Evhome from the steamboat wharf, Capt. C
$800; repairing school property, $350;
H. Perkins was thrown from his wagon erett G Stanley. Benjamin B Heed; clerk,
school text-books, $125.
and injured quite badly.
George A Lurvey; treasurer, Arthur L
VERONA.
L Somes; school
Arthur
Somes;
collector,
was
in
of
Dr. Manning,
Ellsworth,
F M Heath; selectmen and
B Clark, Willis Watson,
Moderator,
Eben
committee,
attend
the
to
town Sunday
five-year-old
Byron H Mayo; superintendent of assessors, R A Whitmore, Geo W Bas
son of Fred S. Hawes, who fell from a
Abbott ;
W.
N. Perkins, schools, George R Fuller; road commla- sett, Zeby Heath; clerk, Peter
scaffold in the stable of
siouer, James S Fernald; constables, treasurer, C N Curtis; collector, Charles
and injured his collar bone.
James S Fernald, E L Higgins, H P Rich- F Heath; echool|committee, R A WhitC.
March 3.
ardson, Martin V Babbage, Frank W more; superintendent of schools, Jennie
Lunt.
Whitmore; constable, Charles F Heath.
CHINESE MAGIC LANTERNS.
Appropriations—Schools, what law reSchools, $3t020; poor
Appropriations
How Tkelr In«tramenta Differ From
and insane, |2,000; highways, $2,000; town quires; roads and bridges, $300; support of
Tkoae In tie In Tkta toon try.
charges necessary, $1,300; sidewalks, $900; poor, $150; town expenses, $250; repairing
The magic lantern, like porcelain, text hooks, $400; repairs on school houses, school property, $75
gunpowder and printing, may have $450; town debt, $2,000; int on notes, $500;
SORRENTO.
been an invention of the Chinese. For f jr use of bydrauts, $375; total, $15,689.25.
Moderator, J JL Perry; town clerk, L T
more than twenty centuries it has been
LAMOINE.
Woolen
Havey; 1st selectman, W li Lawrence; 2d In onr carpet room, everything was smoked up.
a staple amusement in the Celestial
T B Mitchell; 3d selectman,
Frank
L
selectselectman,
Moderator,
Hodgkins;
Into
and
has
been
Straw
Oil
developed
Art
empire
Cloths,
Mattings,
Squares,
W F Robertson ; road commissioner, Fred Carpets,
men and assessors, Daniel Y McFarland,
many forms unknown to the Occident.
E King and Samuel Y Deslales; A Brinton; tax collector, P L Aiken;
Lace
Holland
Shades,
Curtain
The Middle Kingdom, which has been George
Curtains,
Fixtures,
clerk, Eben H King; treasurer, Eben H treasurer, John W Hall; school commitwell termed Topsy Turvy Land, uses
I
W
of
school
H Coggins;
tee,
Nash; superintendent
eries, Art Goods, Furniture Coverings, Denims and others,
the magic lantern in just the opposite King; col'ector, George
committee, Jesse E Young tor three schools, Geo F Mitchell; auditor, L T
manner from what we do, having the
of schools, Hollis Havey.
Everything will be closed at a sacrifice, as most of the goods
light and picture behind the screen, years; superintendent
and
bridges,
E Austin; road commissioner, George W
Appropriations—Roads
our
amusement
the same as In
parlor
This is the jjeople’s
H Coggins, $1350; support of common schools, $300; are not seriously injured.
of shadowgraphs. The commonest form Gault; constables, 'George
school property, $20; for text
Hollis E Austin and Harry Coolidge.
repairing
extreme
oriof the magic lantern In the
to replenish and renew their household effects at greatly
Appropriations—Schools, $580 80; sup- books, $20; current and contingent
ent Is a large box supported on a triof poor, $400; town charges, $400; expenses, $500; observance of Memorial reduced cost.
We cannot specify prices at which the goods
pod or four legged table. The box is port
of
highways, $700; repairs of Diy, $10; surplus fund, $300; other purabout 4 feet wide by 2 high, and Its repairs
school books, $75; free poses, $15.
will he sold, as the prices will depend on the damaged
front Is made of ground glass, oiled scboolbonees, $150;
PENOBSCOT.
htgh school, $110; to survey and mark the
silk or oiled white paper.
All damaged goods will
Moderator, C K Bridges; selectmen condition of each article offered.
bounds of the roads in town, $100; school
Over the box Is a light framework of
and assessors, W J Creamer, William 8
and fixtures, $15.
bamboo and cloth, which reaches to the supplies
all to avail themselves
We
invite
for
cash.
be
sold
strictly
Bridgee; clerk, A E Varnum; treasurer,
SEDGWICK.
ground and conceals the operator from
F A Miller; collector, Leroy Wardwell;
the audience, but leaves the glass exof this opportunity.
Moderator, R. H. Howard; selectmen school committee, F A
Miller, Dr M A
posed to view. A powerful lamp In and assessors, A H Dority, John F Gray
Herbert Perrie; superintendWardwell,
front of a concave reflector throws a and J H Hooper; clerk, H N Dority;
ent of schools. Rev F V Stanley; road
light upon the glass or screen. treasurer, F H Smith; elector, Jon- commissioner, left with the
9jrong
®
selectmen;
the case may be. The top of the box athan Bridges; school committee, Roscoe
town agent, W J
Creamer; constables,
and the sides are half open to permit [ D. Gray ; superintendent of schools, E,
Leroy Wardwell, Pearl Hutchins, F H
the introduction of small figures. This L Ferguson; road commissioner, left with
Perkins, Seymour F Wardwell, N L
arrangement gives four distinct classes tbe selectmen; town agent, John W
Grindle.
of Instruments. With all four Instru- Paris; constables, J Bridges and H R
Appropriations—Poor, $1,000; schools,
ments the exhibitions are given in the Dority.
j
$1,000; roads and bridgee, $1,500; current
streets, squares and
places.
Appropriations—Town charges, $300; and contingent expenses, $700; interest on
^market
They draw audiences ranging from five support of schools, $100; repairs on school- bonds and
orders, $400; repairs on schoolto thirty and give an entertainment of
h'ueeNo 6, $350; bleb wavs and bridges,
houses, $200; school books, $90.
from five to fifteen minutes in length. $800, support of poor, $100; State road, $200;
BROOK LIN.
Each spectator is supposed to contrib- free text-books, $125.
ute 1 cash, or a twentieth of a cent,
Moderator, R W Smith; clerk, Frank W
BLUEHLLL.
would seem to be the proper vehicle to purrhase just now. but another spring
p
when the hat is passed around. Generp
Cole; selectmen, Mark L Dodge, G W
Moderator, B E Chase; selectmen and
is coming, aud you may want a single or a double team wagon. It will pay • *
ous or enthusiastic patrons frequently
Herrick, H M Pease; superintendent of • •
**
Frank P Greene, E K Herrick,
you to buy it now. because you can save from one-fourth to one-third w hat
schools, Owen LFlye; school committee,
give from 10 to 15 cash, so that the av- assessors,I
will cost you then.
Edward J Hinckley; clerk, 8* B Wescott;
\,
[\
erage performance nets the proprietor
Leroy Flye.
Merrill P Hinckley; collector,
about 2 cents. This seems ridiculous treasurer,
Appropriations—Schools, $1,000; roads,
A
Frank
Davis; school committee, $800; sidewalks, $250; poor, $600; current
to Americans, but in a land where an
of
superintendent
ablebodied man can be hired for 5 cents William Greene;
expenses, $500; repairs on school buildschools, Wiley C Co nary; road coma day the owner of a successful magic
ings, $150; moving schoolhouse, $150; Me*
with selectmen;
town
you must hare, summer or winter. I have them, single and double Jat prices
lantern is looked upon as a very well missioner, left
morial Day, $15.
that defy competition.
C
Arthur
constables,
Hinckley;
[\
agent,
11
to do individual.
MT. DESERT.
appointed by selectmen.
tne utus piays wmcn are wnuea
Moderator, J C Hill; selectmen snd asAppropriations—Schools, $1,800; poor,
about tbe magic figures are as convensessors, Lyman H Somes, Fred H Macomtional as our own immortal Punch and $800; roads and bridges, $2,000; free high
town expenses, $1,200; free ber, Edwin L Stanley; superintendent of
Judy. The "wicked tiger-’ depicts the school, $250;
text-books. $250; repairs on sebooihonses, schools, Joseph R Norwood; treasurer and
•
career of a dissolute animal who from
Fur Coats and Mats I can sell you as cheap as anyone, and cheaper than ■ ►
•
Memorial Dsy, collector of taxes, J W Somes; clerk, L.
most
killing pigs, dogs and buffaloes finally $250; snow breaking- $150;
H Somes; school board, G D Atherton and
State
social
ladies’
library,
road,
$50;
$25;
eats a beautiful maiden and Is slain by
M L Alien, of Mt Desert, L Elrie Holmes,
a
Mongolian chief In full armor on fiw.
DEER ISLE.
of Northeast Harbor.
FOR A SIDE LINE I have Just received a carload of
and straw.

Surry,

ot

frlendB

leased

quarry formerly owned by the Standard Granite Co., are employing a large
crew of paving cutters, cutting blocks for
Havana, Cuba.
MARIE.
MarchS.
the

_

town calling

school.

Campbell A Macomber, having

Walter Snowman; clerk, A B Ames;
treasurer, A F Page; collector, Burke
Leach; school committee, Parker Spof*

—

Fire, Smoke and Water

Moderator, GW T.acy; selectmen and
assessors, F E Weston, James M Gerrlsh
M
and Jesse Smallldge; clerk, Joeeph
Gerrisb; treasurer, 1 B Foes; col’sc*or, 1
B Foss; school committee, G T Child;
superintendent of schools, R J Tracy;
road commissioners, E C Hammond, E W
Whitten; town agent, F R Bunker; constables, J H Snyder, C T Hooper.
Appropriation*—Contingent fund, $1000;
; support of poor, $500; common schools,

Moderator, T J Hopkins; selectmen
ing random stone for Philadelphia at and
assessors, J D Remtck, Henry Smith,
*s wharf.
Macomber
A
Campbell
John Donlln, of Frankfort, is visiting
D L McFarland; clerk, Mark Haynes;
Seal
Harof
and
F. H. Macomber
wife,
at Alex. Pirie’a.
treasurer, Mark Haynes; collector, T J
in town a few dajs last week,
Barbara Hopkins spent Sunday with bor, were
Hopkins, receiver of taxes; school com*
and
wife.
the guests of J. H. Macomber
mtttee, E Q Hopkins, Arno W. Marshall,
her grandparents.
Mm. Anna Harkins, who has been J W Jordan; superintendent of schools,
Leiand Hopkins, who has been visitiug
spending the winter with her daughters Uenry Smith; road commissioner, Reuben
his grandparents, has returned home.
at Freeport and Coucord, returned to her
Homer; constables, Horace Burns, T J
Mins Bertha Hopkins, who bas been at*
home here last week.
$180; repairs of school property, $100;
Hopkins, D L McFarland.
Is
home.
the
Lancoine
tending
high school,
Appropriations—Schools, $400; roads, text books etc., $100; roads and bridges,
Rev. George E. Kinney has finished an
School in district No. 6 closed last week
streets,
$300; sideinteresting course of lectures and three $500; contingent fund, $300; other pur* $1500; sprinkling
after a successful term taught by Almon
walks, $250; Memorial Day, $25; board
stereopticon view? at the chapel, which poses, $441.56. BUCKRPORT.
B. Hodgkins.
of health. $35; new road $200;' lighting
were well atteuded and much appreciated.
There will be an entertainment, folselectmen Btreets, $400; State road, $200; other roads,
Moderator, O F Fellows;
The primary school closed Feb. 27 after
and assessors, Geo D Crane, Fred Wood, $250.
lowed by a dance and supper, at Evera ten weeks* term taught by the efficient
GOtTLDHBORO.
9.
green hall

atibrrtiMmmt*.

$200; pubiiu library, $200;
purposes, fhOO.

State roads
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